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Summary

Water is the media of life, and access to renewable freshwater resources is a vital necessity for

humans. Sadly, a substantial amount of the world’s population lives in water stressed areas

where clean water is unavailable. This is caused by droughts or floodings combined with

poor sanitation. It is estimated that 50 % of the world’s population will be living in water

stressed areas by 2025. Wastewater from municipalities and industries contains significant

amounts of toxic compounds, but also valuable and scarce resources. Water treatment is thus

essential for securing the future clean water supply, by removing pollutants and reclaiming

valuable resources.

Through evolution, nature has optimized biological processes in which proteins have been

specialized to perform specific tasks. Such processes include the transport of solvent and so-

lutes across biological membranes, which occurs with extreme selectivity due to atomic scale

interactions. The biomimetics engineering field is inspired by the designs of nature and aims

to implement these solutions in technologies. This includes protein based water treatment

by biomimetic membranes and bioengineering. Understanding the molecular interactions is

therefore imperative for the biomimetic development for environmental applications. This

can be achieved by employing molecular modelling to study, optimize and utilize proteins

for wastewater treatment.

In this thesis, two classes of proteins have been investigated by means of molecular mod-

elling and molecular dynamics simulations. The first part studies a newly crystallized human

membrane protein, called aquaporin 10, which transports water and glycerol in human tis-

sues. The study focuses on elucidating the complex transport through this protein, and how

to obtain quantitative information. A novel simulation protocol is employed and the results

suggests how the protein changes substrate selectivity by a change in pH. The results indi-

cate that glycerol flux nearly doubles at low pH, while the water transport rate is halved.

The difference in transport is attributed to the change in hydrophobic environment by a

novel gating mechanism of the protein. The employed protocol can readily be transferred to

other membrane channels and tested for embedment in biomimetic membranes.

The second part of the thesis focuses on capturing specific compounds from wastewater

solutions by employing specialized globular proteins, called substrate binding proteins. This

class of proteins bind and release specific molecules from a given solution. Phosphate is in

particular a scarce resource, and therefore focus is put on how phosphate binding proteins

may be employed for recovery of this anion. A biomolecular concept is designed, and it is
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illustrated how the covalent attachment of a chromophore may give conformational control

of the protein by illumination with light. It is hypothesized that by controlling the confor-

mational equilibrium, the binding and release of phosphate can be controlled. This renders

the concept useful for phosphate recovery in wastewater treatment. Performing molecular

dynamics simulations on charged particles such as phosphate has certain limitations and

issues. Due to the conformational similarities with phosphate binding protein, a principal

study is performed on the maltodextrin binding protein instead. The binding and release

mechanism of the maltodextrin binding protein is studied for two ligands, and a difference of

the binding modes is found. Overall the study illustrates an approach for studying the class

of substrate binding proteins, which can be used to evaluate the induced conformational

photo-control.
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Dansk Sammenfatning

Vand er nødvendigt for liv, og tilgang til rent ferskvand er livsnødvendigt for mennesker.

Desværre bor en væsentlig del af jordens befolkning i omr̊ader med begrænset tilgang til rent

drikkevand. Dette skyldes tørke eller oversvømmelser kombineret med d̊arlig vand hygiejne.

I år 2025 er det estimeret at omkring 50 % af verdens befolkning vil bo i omr̊ader med

mangel p̊a rene vandkilder. Desuden indeholder spildevand fra kommuner og industrien

store mænger farlige stoffer, men ogs̊a værdifulde og begrænsede ressourcer. Vandrensning

er essentielt for at sikre rent drikkevand, men samtidig ogs̊a genindvindelse af værdifulde

ressourcer.

Igennem evolutionen har naturen optimeret biologiske processer, hvor proteiner er spe-

cialiseret i at udføre specifikke funktioner. Disse processer inkluderer transport af vand og

molekyler p̊a tværs af biologiske membraner, hvilket foreg̊ar med ekstrem selektivitet p̊a

grund af interaktioner p̊a atomar skala. Det biomimetiske felt er inspireret af naturen og

implementerer naturlige løsninger i nye teknologier, som for eksempel protein baseret van-

drensning med biomimetiske membraner. Forst̊aelse af de molekylære interaktioner er derfor

essentielt for den biomimetiske udvikling af miljøvenlige teknologier. Dette kan opn̊as ved at

benytte molekylær modellering til at studere, optimere og udnytte proteiner til spildevand-

srensning.

I denne afhandling undersøges to typer af proteiner ved hjælp af molekylær modeller-

ing og molekylær dynamik simuleringer. Den første del af afhandlingen studerer et nyligt

krystalliseret menneskeligt membran protein kaldet aquaporin 10, som transporterer vand

og glycerol i menneskeligt væv. Studiet fokuserer p̊a at belyse den komplekse transport

igennem dette protein, og opn̊aelse af kvantitative data. En nyskabende simuleringsprotokol

er anvendt og resultaterne antyder at glycerol fluxen ved lav pH næsten fordobles, mens

vandfluxen halveres. Dette kontrastfyldte resultat tilskrives en ændring i det hydrofobe

miljø p̊a grund at en usædvanlig åbne/lukke mekanisme i proteinet. Den benyttede prokotol

kan let overføres til andre membran proteiner, for at teste hvor egnede de er til indlejring i

biomimetiske membraner.

Den anden del af afhandlingen fokuserer p̊a at fange specifikke molekyler fra spildevand-

sopløsninger ved at benytte specialiserede opløselige proteiner, kaldet ”substrat bindende

proteiner”. Denne familie af proteiner binder og frigiver specifikke molekyler fra en opløsning.

Da særligt fosfat er en begrænset ressource, er der lagt vægt p̊a hvordan ”fosfat bindende

proteiner” kan anvendes til genindvindelse af denne anion. Et biomolekylært koncept er ud-
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viklet, og illustrerer hvordan en kovalent vedhæftning af en chromophor kan give strukturel

kontrol af proteinet ved at illuminere det med lys. Hypotensen er, at man ved at kon-

trollere proteinets ligevægtstilstand kan kontrollere bindingen og frigivelsen af fosfat. Dette

gør konceptet nyttigt for fosfat genindvinding ved spildevandsrensning. Molekylær dynamik

simuleringer har begrænsninger i forhold til ladede partikler s̊asom fosfat. Derfor laves et

principielt studie af maltodextrin bindende protein, da det har konformations ligheder med

fosfat bindende protein. Maltodextrin bindende proteins bindings og frigivelses mekanisme

undersøges for to ligander, og her findes en forskel i bindingsm̊aden. Samlet set indikerer

studiet en måde at undersøge familien af substrat bindende proteiner, som kan bruges til at

evaluere den inducerede konformationsændring ved brug af lys.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Water, Resources and Contaminants

Water is the media and foundation of life. It is ubiquitous in cells and the universal solvent

for organisms, compounds and chemicals. Its thermal properties make it a climate regulator,

carrier of energy as well as a cooling and heating agent [?]. Naturally humans use water for

drinking, industrial processes and in the agriculture. As the human population increases,

the demand for clean water follows. However, the self-titled ’blue planet’ has its limitations

when considering the renewable freshwater resources (RFWR).

The combined total water on earth amounts to approximately 1.4× 109 km3. Less than

1 % of the total water is fresh water, which is contained in lakes, rivers, swamps and ground

water. Only 1 % of the fresh water is present as surface water available for humans. Thus

only 1× 105 km3 of earths water is available for human usage [?]. The water on earth is not

diminishing, but rather follows the hydrological cycle. Evaporated water will re-condense

resulting in precipitation as rain and snow, which will flow back into the oceans through rivers

and streams [?]. Using the annual water discharge of 45.500 km3 gives a better estimate

of the actual water availability. Human consumption, estimated at about 3.800 km3/year,

makes up less than 10 % of the RFWR.

However, since water usage and precipitation varies temporally and spatially, areas may

experience deluge or drought. As a result, natural precipitation cannot fulfill the demands of

potable water in many highly populated and water stressed places. Currently it is estimated

that more than two billion people are living in highly water stressed areas [?]. Future predic-

tions by WHO assess that about half of the world population will be living in water stressed

areas by 2025 [?] . Furthermore, the effects of climate change only make matters worse.

Although it is expected that the hydrological cycle will accelerate on average, precipitation

may fluctuate even more temporally and spatially, resulting in higher risks of floods and

droughts [?]. Currently it seems as dry regions are getting drier and water abundant areas

flooded [?].

Not only may water be considered a scarce resource, its quality is of critical concern.

Developing countries have poor water sanitation and thus not access to safe water, exposing
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Wastewater Treatment

a direct threat to human health. All over the world, wastewater from domestic usage,

industry and agriculture is polluting rivers and streams, both endangering the ecosystem

and biodiversity, but also humans [?].

Wastewater from the municipalities and complex chemical industries carries pharma-

ceutical, cosmetic, microplastics and detergents of which the long term consequences are

unknown, but actively researched [?]. Heavy metals from the industry discharge into the

environment and accumulates in organisms and upconcentrates along the food chain [?, ?].

Many of these heavy metals are shown to be toxic and exposes a direct thread to the human

health through a vast array of effects and illnesses [?, ?]. In the agriculture segment, large

amounts of zink, pesticides, drugs/vaccines, pathogens and nutrients are being discharged

[?, ?]. The use of pesticides and its consequences have long been discussed, but have recently

been linked to the disorientation of bees [?] and child leukemia [?]. Excess runoff of nutri-

ents like nitrogen and phosphorous causes severe euthrophication, resulting in algal blooms,

depleted oxygen levels in lakes and streams, and ultimately excess mortality of fish [?].

1.2 Wastewater Treatment

The need for advanced wastewater treatment is thus a fundamental necessity to secure

potable water and resources, and to limit human impact on the environment. Indeed a

substantial amount of lost resources are contained in wastewater in the form of materials

and energy [?]. Due to current and future resource availability, especially of non-renewable

content, wastewater treatment has gone more towards resource recovery. Drivers are not only

economical and environmental, but also industrial desires to regain valuable lost substances

[?, ?]. The tendencies thus aim towards a more circular economy oriented society. Efficient

and effective technologies for wastewater treatment and resource recovery are thus essential.

Some of the main technologies are presented below.

1.2.1 Membrane operations

Membrane technology is the principal technique for wastewater treatment to produce clean

water and for separation and retention of particles and molecules. For wastewater treatment

mainly two types of operations are used, pressure driven and concentration driven operations.

Pressure driven operations utilize an applied pressure on the feed side of the solution,

forcing a flow of water through the membrane. The operations can be divided into the

following size exclusion regimes. Microfiltration allows filtration of sediments and bacteria

(0.1-10 µm) while ultrafiltration goes down to 1-100 nm and thus retains viruses for instance

[?]. Nanofiltration blocks small organic matter and molecules as well as divalent ions. Finally

reverse osmosis (RO) only allows water passage. With lower size exclusion regimes follow

a higher applied pressure and thus energy consumption. Often one of these membrane
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Wastewater Treatment

operations is followed by another to ensure both low energy consumption and increasing

water purity for various purposes.

Concentration driven operations like forward osmosis, utilize an osmotic gradient to ex-

tract water from a draw solution (low concentration of solutes) through a semipermeable

membrane towards a feed solution (high concentration of solutes). It is mostly utilized as

pre-treatment of wasterwater before utilizing RO. Its use for wastewater treatment has not

yet reached full-scale potential [?], however it is actively being researched how to apply this

method for water purification in combination with biogas production [?]

1.2.2 Precious Pollutants

Not only are harmful compounds and excess nutritional elements discharged, a substantial

amount of these are scarce and non-renewable resources. Heavy metals are essential in the

electronic industry and catalytic processes and are not easily replaced [?, ?, ?]. Phosphorous

(P) is imperative for life, and cannot be substituted by any other element. The potential

depletion of phosphorous resources, will have devastating effects on the ability to produce

sufficient global supply of food [?, ?, ?, ?].

There are several types of technologies for wastewater treatment and for separation and

recovery of substrates. Typically the technologies are custom made for the specific wastewater

treatment plant (WWTP), whether it is municipal or industrial [?]. In general the WWTP

contains several clarification steps using physical, chemical or biological processes. Here the

most frequent applied methods are described with focus on P and metal recovery.

Phosphorous Recovery

Over 30 methods currently exists for P recovery, with their own advantages and limitations

[?, ?]. For optimal P recovery, from an economical and environmental perspective, each

WWTP must be developed individually [?]. P recovery from municipal wastewater may be

done using an initial clarification step, by using chemical precipitation or enhanced biological

phosphorous removal (EBPR). Chemical precipitation processes uses Fe, Al or Ca salts to

bind P from the solution. The sediments may then be filtered from the effluent. However,

the drawbacks using this method are plenty. Removing the P requires expensive chemical

additions. The process generates large volumes of sludge, often unsuitable for reuse and

recoverability of P along with the risk of contaminants by other compounds [?, ?]. This

furthermore leads to issues of safe disposal.

Another method for P recovery is EBPR, where polyphosphate accumulating organisms

take up P from domestic wastewater streams. This creates a low P effluent and a P-rich

sludge [?]. This process is implemented in more and more municipal and industrial WWTPs.

Following the EBPR process, a subsequent process can be used to extract the P from the

sludge. Several technologies exist, where the most mature process is struvite precipitation
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Biomimetic Resource Scavenging

with Mg2+ into MgNH4PO4 crystals. Struvite is an effective fertilizer due to its slow release

of P and N, and thus very attractive for use in the agriculture. Unfortunately, there are many

issues with the production of struvite, as the process requires high amounts of chemicals and

resources to run. Especially the cost of the large amounts of magnesium ions is expensive

[?, ?, ?]. Furthermore there is a need of high P concentrations, for the process to run

efficiently, which is not always the case for industrial processes. Additional P (or in some

cases N) must be added to achieve equimolar concentrations for the precipitation to occur.

When a 1:1:1 ratio is present, struvite starts to form, however this may also happen in

unintended places with high flow, resulting in clogging of pipes significantly increasing the

operation and maintenance costs [?, ?]. Depending on the wastewater source and process

efficiency, there are quality concerns due to the contamination risk [?, ?]. Taken together

the struvite recovery is often uneconomical, especially for small WWTPs, due to the high

chemical and maintenance cost, while the process also raises quality concerns. However

struvite production from domestic wastewater is expected to hold great promise given further

improvements are made [?, ?], and it is estimated that 15-20 % of the P-fertilizers may be

substituted by struvite from domestic wastewaters [?].

Metal Recovery

Heavy metals are often contained in industrial wastewater, however also in domestic wastew-

ater. This complicates wastewater treatment and also P recovery due to the risk of metal

contamination [?]. Heavy metal contaminated wastewaters can be treated with similar princi-

pal technologies as for P treatment. The most conventional method is chemical precipitation

due to its simple and effective treatment in the industry [?]. Chemicals react with metal

ions to form insoluble particles that can be separated or filtered. Other methods include

ion-exchange, adsorption, membrane processes, coagulation, flocculation, flotation and elec-

trochemical treatment. Each method has its own advantages and limitations [?, ?]. Chemi-

cal consumption and operation cost are common issues. Other concerns are contamination,

secondary pollution and difficult disposable sludge. However, biological absorption (biosorp-

tion) similar to EBPR has gained increasing interest and seems promising [?, ?, ?, ?, ?].

These highly specialized organisms efficiently recover specific metals from sludge, enabling

much easier recovery [?].

1.3 Biomimetic Resource Scavenging

One approach for technological development is to find inspiration from biology to solve

engineering challenges. This procedure, popularly called bioengineering or biomimetics,

either finds inspiration from biology or directly utilizes it in applications. The idea behind

the concept is that evolution has optimized organism for specific functions and tasks, and

can provide a better technological practice for solving engineering challenges.
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Biomimetic Resource Scavenging

1.3.1 Biomimetic Membranes

Aquaporins (AQPs) are naturally occurring water channels located in the cellular mem-

brane of all organisms, where they facilitate a highly selective water transport across the cell

membrane [?]. This allows the cell to regulate its volume in response to hydrostatic and os-

motic pressure differences across the membrane. Due to their function in the cell, AQPs are

interesting from several scientific perspectives, including medical and technological. There-

fore they have been studied extensively by experimental and computational methods to

understand the mechanism of water transport down to molecular details. The AQP water

transport is fast and selective, which inspired the development of biomimetic membranes.

By embedding the proteins into synthetic polymer suspensions, water selective biomimetic

membranes have been produced [?, ?, ?].

Interestingly, some AQP family members also transport other substrates such as glycerol,

ammonia, urea, arsenic and perhaps also carbon dioxide [?]. Some of these substrates can

be valuable to separate or recover, for instance ammonia for nitrogen recovery [?]. Further

development of biomimetic membranes for such substrates requires knowledge of the intrinsic

protein function.

1.3.2 Biomimetic Scavengers

In addition to evolving efficient transport channels, organisms have also evolved soluble pro-

teins that selectively binds substrates from solution as a part of complex cellular processes.

These proteins often have an extremely high specificity and binding affinity for particular

ligands, which have then attracted interest for engineering applications [?]. In particular

substrate binding proteins (SBPs) have been studied for recovering several types of sub-

strates including phosphate [?], molybdate [?] and tungstate [?]. The overall idea is thus

to selectively capture particular compounds from a feed solution and subsequently release it

into a desired substrate solution.

Thus far, biomimetic resource extraction is mainly in the research stages, however may

hold great promise. One drawback of this approach is the inability to control the release

of substrates for fast and repeated extraction. Current methodologies rely on expensive,

ineffective and non-environmentally friendly solutions to induce the substrate release. These

methods include using elution buffers which require pH, ion concentration or temperature

changes [?, ?, ?]. Thus the inability to efficiently and effectively induce substrate release

from the proteins is a major obstacle for the further development of biomimetic resource

scavenging.
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Biomimetic Resource Scavenging

1.3.3 Studying, Designing and Developing Biomimetic Technolo-

gies

The development of environmental technologies may go through several phases before full

scale implementation. First the technology relies on a fundamental understanding of the

system in order to design a concept of the working operations. Second, lab-scale tests and

trials allow studying the system and optimizing it under controllable settings. If the lab-

scale tests yield encouraging results, the technology may be tested at pilot plants under

more realistic and complex circumstances. After successful testing the technology can be

implemented at full scale, for instance at a WWTP.

Utilizing the molecular interactions of proteins is the foundation of biomimetic technol-

ogy. Understanding their interactions is imperative to design, develop and optimize such

technologies. Proteins of interest can be studied by experimental and in silico methods

which are often mutually dependent for obtaining knowledge. When designing and develop-

ing a new biomimetic technology, it is advantageous to gain as much theoretical information

about the systems as possible. The biological system may be studied by a vast number of

computational methods, including molecular modelling. Molecular modelling is a frequently

used computational approach to build biomolecular systems and run simulations that give

information about relative energies, dynamics and interactions. Molecular modelling may

be divided into different size regimes. Quantum mechanics (QM) calculate the properties

of a system based on first principle electronic structure calculations. These calculations are

the most accurate, yet most demanding. Therefore QM simulations are often limited to

relatively few atoms (< 100 atoms), while biomolecular systems of proteins are often much

bigger, and cannot be simulated by such methods.

Another approach is to incorporate the electronic contributions of atoms and molecules

into force fields methods which is also known as molecular mechanics (MM) [?]. Here

it is possible to analyze systems of much larger size. MM includes molecular dynamics

(MD), Monte Carlo (MC) and coarse grained (CG) simulations. MD and MC are all-atom

simulation protocols where all atoms are resolved and the trajectory over the simulation is

obtained. MC moves particles of a system in random directions, thereby generating multiple

configurations of a system, from which the highest populated states can be estimated. MD

relies on solving Newtons equation of motion for small timesteps, and it thus yields the time

evolution of the system. From the ensemble of states generated by a MD simulation one

is able to capture important biophysical properties, such as binding energies and kinetic

rates. CG is an extension to MD, however here multiple particles are clustered together,

thus minimizing the amount of calculations required. CG thus allows even larger systems

(> 106 particles) to be built.

When studying biomolecular systems for utilization in biomimetic applications, one needs
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to consider which information one would like to gain. For membrane operations using aqua-

porins or recovery of substrates with SBPs the dynamics and kinetic rates are of most inter-

est, which favors MD and CG modelling. Some molecular interactions however need atomic

scale resolution in order to be captured satisfactory. This can for instance be important

hydrogen bonds between the protein and water or a ligand. Therefore MD is considered the

best option for gaining theoretical insight of protein systems for environmental applications.

1.4 Aims of the Thesis

This work intends to apply molecular modelling to obtain knowledge for studying and de-

signing novel biomimetic technologies. In particular it is explored how MD simulations

techniques can be used to analyze and evaluate concepts for protein based resource recovery

and membrane filtration. The specific aims are listed below:

Aim 1 Obtain fundamental understanding of a newly identified human membrane pro-

tein involved in transport of substrates, by comparing MD simulation results with

experimental data.

Aim 2 Apply advanced MD simulations protocols to study permeation of complex mem-

brane proteins, and describe such systems qualitatively and quantitatively.

Aim 3 Design and develop a concept for efficient, effective and environmentally friendly

protein based resource recovery by using existing bioengineering concepts from

the literature.

Aim 4 Apply MD simulations to gain an understanding of how to study and evaluate

biomolecular systems for resource recovery.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is based on the three studies presented by Paper I-III and the aims listed in Sec.

1.4. The thesis is written with presentation of the background of each study and all necessary

information outlined in each chapter, so that a reader with basic biophysical knowledge will

follow.

Chapter 2 Describes the fundamental theory and concepts for molecular dynamics used in

Paper I-III. This chapter also introduces enhanced sampling methods employed

in Paper II & III.

Chapter 3 Outlines the current knowledge of the aquaporin water channels and presents the

new knowledge gained of a new human aquaporin in Paper II & III.
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Chapter 4 Presents a novel approach to gain photo-control of phosphate binding proteins,

and presents an overall approach of how to study this concept in the future by

Paper III.

Chapter 5 Summarizes the obtained knowledge gained from this work and discusses future

directions for biomimetic resource recovery.
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Chapter 2

Molecular Dynamics Theory

There are many computational approaches for studying biomolecular systems. In principle

all thermodynamic properties and dynamics can be calculated by ab-initio quantum mechan-

ics (QM) based methods. However for most biomolecular systems of interest, there are far

too many atoms to perform such calculations. At the cost of atomic scale resolution and

electronic properties, force field methods, also known as molecular mechanics (MM), provide

an avenue to study large biosystems. MM methods calculate the energy based only on the

nuclear positions of particles and therefore disregard the electronic properties. These prop-

erties are instead parametrized into a force field, by fitting to high-level QM- or experimental

data, and the electronic properties may instead be considered implicitly present. Molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations are one of the most widely used applications of MM. By itera-

tively calculating the positions based on the force field, a system trajectory is obtained. In

principle the forces of all particles are coupled giving a many-body problem that can only

be solved numerically by integrating the equations of motion for small time steps.

From an MD simulation one is able to observe biomolecular interactions such as ligand

binding or permeation pathways. It is also possible to calculate thermodynamic properties

of the system such as the free energy of protein folding or ligand binding. Some of these

results are difficult, or even impossible to obtain with experiments. MD simulations are thus

an excellent tool for studying biomolecular systems either as the primary method or com-

plementary to experimental data. However MD still has its shortcomings as the achievable

simulation time scales are too short to explore all states with the true statistical weight,

and often only the low energy states of a biomolecule will be explored. To overcome these

limitations enhanced sampling methods are often employed.

In this chapter, the fundamental theory of MD is outlined and it is discussed why and

how enhanced sampling methods may be utilized to study biomolecular interactions. In this

project, MD were used for Paper I-III. In Paper II & III an enhanced biasing technique,

called metadynamics, was employed to estimate free energy surfaces (FES) and kinetic rates

across high energy barriers. The underlying theory and considerations behind these methods

are presented and discussed in this chapter.
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Equations of Motion

2.1 Equations of Motion

To perform an MD simulation of a biomolecular system with N particles it is necessary to

make some fundamental assumptions. Perhaps the most important assumption is the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, that allows the neglect of the electronic contribution to the

energy terms and instead only uses the nuclear coordinates of the particles. This essentially

allows the system to be addressed by classical mechanics and thus Newtons equations of

motion [?]. Written in differential form, a particle i in a potential field experiences the force

fi = miai = −∇V (ri), (2.1)

where mi and ri are the masses and position of particle i. V (ri) is the potential energy

defined by the force field, which describes the bonded energy terms and the non-bonded

interactions. For a biomolecular system all particles will be interacting, and the sum off

all forces experienced by the particle i will determine the magnitude and direction of the

experienced force. The force field is thus calculated as a summation between all bonded

pairs (bonds and angles), torsional terms and the non-bonded interactions between atom i

and all N particles:

V (rN) =
∑
bonds

kr
2

(ri − ri,eq)2 +
∑
angles

kθ
2

(θi − θi,eq)2 +
∑

torsions

Vn
2

(1 + cos(nω − γ))

+
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

(
4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
qiqj

4πε0rij

)
.

(2.2)

The bonded (r) and angle (θ) energy terms, model the penalties for deviations from the

equilibrium values (denoted by the subscript eq) by a harmonic oscillator with spring con-

stants kr and kθ. The torsional term includes the amplitude VN , a periodicity of n and offset

γ for the torsion angle ω. The two final terms describe the non-bonded atoms (separated

by at least 3 atoms). Here the Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential includes the Pauli exclusion

principle (power of 12) and the weak Van der Waals attraction (power of 6), for a given

distance between the two atoms i and j. Here σij is the collision diameter, at which distance

the energy between the two atoms is zero. ε is the well depth of how attractive particles

i and j are at the minimum. Finally the last term includes the coulomb interactions be-

tween charged species, with qi and qj carrying the charge of particle i and j, respectively. ε0

represents the dielectrive constant.

The force field (Eq. (2.2)) contains the parameters for different types of atoms that are

found in proteins, lipids, DNA, RNA and ligands. The parameters are obtained by fitting

to high-level QM data and/or experimental data. Several force fields have been developed,
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Equations of Motion

and can have minor differences in the functional terms, however the overall principles are

the same. The most commonly used are AMBER [?], CHARMM22 [?] or the more recent

CHARMM36 [?]. There are many software packages able to perform MD simulations with

these force fields. In this project several packages have been employed including AMBER

[?], NAMD [?] and ACEMD [?]. More advanced force fields have also been developed for

increased accuracy. For instance the AMOEBA polarizable force field includes polarizable

charges instead of the classical fixed charges [?]. Other methods also include hybrid quan-

tum mechanics and molecular mechanics (QMMM), where a specific part of the system is

described with QM calculations, while the rest of the system by regular MM. However, these

higher precision methods comes at a cost of increased computational power. When choosing

a force field one must consider the system at hand, and the balance between the desired

accuracy and computational resources.

The objective of a MD simulation is to obtain the time evolution of the system. Due

to the influence of a continuous potential, the motions of all particles are coupled together

which cannot be solved analytically. The equations of motion are expanded by a Taylor

series approximation, and the calculations are then broken down to many small integration

steps, separated by a fixed time δt. The requirements of such an algorithm are that it

should conserve energy and momentum, be time-reversible and preferably allow a long time

step. The most widely used integrator is the velocity Verlet algorithm, that fulfills these

requirements [?]. The position, velocities and acceleration are given by

r(t+ δt) = r(t) + δtv(t) +
1

2
δt2a(t), (2.3)

v(t+ δt) = v(t) +
1

2
(δta(t) + a(t+ δt)) , (2.4)

where the acceleration is calculated by eq. (2.1). The most demanding part of a MD

simulation is the calculation of eq. (2.2), and thus the use of longer time steps allows

for fewer integrations to cover the same configuration space. The time step needs to have

a resolution low enough to capture the fastest dynamics of the system in order to avoid

instabilities. The fastest dynamics is attributed to the bonded hydrogen atoms which needs

a time step of 1 femtosecond (10−15s) in order to be resolved. By constraining such bonds,

δt may be increased to 2-4 fs [?, ?]. With time steps of this size it requires about 105 − 106

integration time steps to simulate one nanosecond. Several factors and parameters influence

the speed at which these integrations can be calculated. Some of the most demanding factors

are, the system size (N particles) and the calculation of non-bonded interactions (which is

the summation of atom i and N-1 particles). At long distances, the electrostatic and van

der Waals interactions are less significant. Often, the pairwise interactions are truncated at
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a distance, which significantly decreases the summation number of the non-bonded terms in

eq. (2.2). Effectively this increases the simulation speed at a small cost of precision.

Depending on the system and properties of interest, the MD simulation may be car-

ried out in different thermodynamical ensembles. The most frequently used ensembles are

the NVT canonical ensemble (constant particles, volume and temperature), NVE micro-

canonical ensemble (constant particles, volume and energy), NPT isotherm-isobar ensemble

(constant particles, pressure and temperature) or µV T the grand canonical ensemble (con-

stant chemical potential, volume and temperature). Here different algorithms can be used

for handling the pressure and temperature control (barostats and thermostats).

2.2 Enhanced Sampling Techniques

The objective of running MD simulations is often to gain qualitative or quantitative infor-

mation about specific biomolecular interactions, permeation pathways or protein structures.

Quantitatively the thermodynamic free energy is often considered the most important pa-

rameter, which is is often expressed as the Helmholtz free energy (F) for the canonical

ensemble (NVT) or as the Gibbs free energy (G) for the isotherm-isobaric ensemble (NPT)

[?].

For an MD simulation of a biomolecular system, the microscopic degrees of freedom can

be incomprehensible. Thus in order to gain an understanding of the system, one defines

suitable descriptors of the system that are able to distinguish between collective phenomena

and macroscopic structures. These descriptors, called collective variables (CVs), may help

in the intuitive understanding of the system, and are particularly useful in the comparison

with experimental results. CVs ideally describe a long time scale of the system which is

relevant for the identification of different states. It can for instance be a distance between

two atoms or the radius of gyration of a biomolecule that can be directly compared with

crystallographic data [?]. If we consider a biomolecular system, we may explore the system

using a finite set of n CVs. For a biomolecular system in equilibrium, the CV ξ(s) has a

probability distribution according to the free energy Fξ(s) [?]

P (ξ(s)) =
1

Z
exp

(
−F (ξ(s))

kBT

)
(2.5)

where s denotes the value of one of the CVs, kBT is the thermal energy, and Z is the partition

function. Given a long and converged unbiased simulation, the free energy can be obtained

by the histogram (N(ξ)) of explored states

F (ξ(s)) = −kBT lnN(ξ(s)). (2.6)

Such a simulation fulfills the ergodic hypothesis because all states are visited with the correct
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statistical weight [?]. However, some biomolecules have slow time scales of relevant processes

which are on the order of micro to milliseconds (10−6 − 10−3 s). To explore such states will

require 10-1000 days of simulation time for a system performing with 100 ns/day, only to

observe a single event. Even further simulation time must be performed to obtain an ergodic

trajectory. According to Eq. (2.5) the probability of visiting states with energy barriers

significantly larger than the thermal energy (kBT ) will be minimal. The system will only

fluctuate around low energy states, and therefore it will be irrelevant to estimate the free

energy by Eq. (2.6) of such a system.

Enhanced sampling methods have been developed for addressing unconverged MD sim-

ulations. These techniques add an external bias or force to the original hamiltonian (Eq.

(2.2)) of the system which accelerates the transitions between states. By post processing

it is possible to estimate an unbiased free energy landscape. Enhanced sampling methods

include umbrella sampling, steered MD, accelerated MD, replica exchange MD and meta-

dynamics (MetaD). Throughout this project MetaD has been applied and the fundamental

theory behind the technique is thus outlined here.

2.2.1 Metadynamics

MetaD is an enhanced sampling technique developed by Laio and Parinello [?]. It relies

upon biasing a priori chosen CVs, for which repulsive Gaussian potentials are added at

already visited regions of the configuration space. This external bias on the system is added

to eq. (2.2) and only acts on the biased CVs. Therefore already visited CV regions are

increasingly discouraged by the sum of Gaussians deposited as the simulation progresses.

Exploration of other configurations are thus accelerated, and eventually all configurations

of the CV phase space have been sufficiently explored. At this point the metaD simulation

reaches convergence, and the sum of Gaussians can be used to extract the potential of mean

force (PMF) of the CVs. The extended use of MetaD has been reviewed [?, ?, ?, ?], which

this section is based on.

We may chose any number of CVs (NCV), denoted by ξ(s), for adding a bias potential.

The bias potential is deposited as a Gaussian kernel, for the current value of s in the CV

phase space with a chosen deposition time τG. At a certain time t the total bias potential is

then given by

VG(ξ,t) =

∫ t

0

dt′ω exp

[
−

NCV∑
α=1

(ξα(s)− ξα(s(t′)))2

2σ2
α

]
, (2.7)

with ω =
W

τG
, being the deposition energy rate and W the predefined height of the Gaussian

functions. σ is the width of the Gaussian, chosen suitably to match the fluctuations of the

CV. Over the duration of a MetaD simulation, repulsive Gaussians are added in the CV space
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of low energy states. This discourages already visited locations of the CV phase space and

accelerates the transition towards other regions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Eventually, the

sum of the repulsive Gaussians will exceed the energy barriers and most of the conformational

space will be explored. Now additional bias will be added parallel to itself, flattening the

potential. At this point the bias potential yields an unbiased estimate of the negative free

energy, plus an additive constant C

V (ξ,t→∞) = −F (ξ) + C (2.8)

with F(ξ) being the free energy of the system. Even upon convergence, additional Gaussian

kernels are continuously added to the external potential, and the FES will thus never truly

be flat. Therefore F(ξ) is associated with an oscillating error ε(ξ), which has been shown to

be

ε(ξ) =

√
ω

D(ξ)β
, ω =

wG
τG
, (2.9)

with D(ξ) being the intrinsic diffusion constant of the collective variable. The statistical

error associated with the MetaD increases with the deposition height and rate as the di-

rectly chosen simulation parameters, however choosing too low values comes with a cost of

simulation time. The error also increases for slower CVs (relative low D(ξ)).

2.2.2 Choosing Collective Variables

The selection of any set of CVs for performing a MetaD simulation, or any enhanced sam-

pling technique that relies on CVs, is far from trivial. The CV must not be ambiguous in

the interpretation of the simulation results, and it should preferably describe slow degrees

of freedom for the system since these are often the most relevant. The identification of such

CVs may be done from initial equilibrium simulations, and by using the variational principle

or time-lagged independent component analysis [?]. One CV may yield a satisfactory de-

scription of the system, however if an important variable is forgotten the system will display

hysteresis, because the system cannot describe the orthogonal slow degrees of freedom [?] as

shown on Fig. 2.2. Essentially, this result may lead to misinterpretation of the results.

2.2.3 Well-Tempered Metadynamics

Since the bias potential fluctuates around F(ξ) and never truly converges to it, the standard

MetaD protocol presents two major drawbacks: i) The bias potential keeps adding Gaussians,

pushing the CV towards exceedingly high energy regions, risking unphysical and denatured

states. ii) It is not clear when to stop the simulation as more regions could potentially

be explored. To alleviate these issues MetaD has been improved by well-tempered MetaD

(WTMetaD), in which the bias deposition rate (ω) decreases [?]. Specifically, the height of
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a MetaD simulation. In (a) the CV starts in a certain state,
and Gaussians are deposited, thus increasing the bias potential. (b) As more Gaussians are
deposited other regions of the CV space are explored. (c) The sum of all deposited Gaussians
yield an estimate of the FES of the chosen CV. From [?]

Figure 2.2: The effect of choosing the correct amount of CVs. (left) Shows the true FES
of a system biased by CV1 and CV2. However, if only biasing CV1 and neglecting CV2 the
system will express hysteresis as shown on (right). From [?]
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the Gaussians are rescaled with respect to the already deposited potential

W = W0 exp

(
−VG(ξ,t)

kB∆T

)
, (2.10)

where W0 is the initial Gaussian height and ∆T is an input parameter with dimension of

temperature. VG is the already deposited potential given by Eq. (2.7). Thus Gaussians

of different height are deposited depending on the how much the particular value of the

CV has been visited. During the simulation the deposition rate decreases (by 1/t), causing

the microscopic states to approach the thermodynamic equilibrium [?]. Still, the biasing

potential does not fully yield the true F(ξ), but converges towards a fraction γ of it, thus

Eq. (2.8) can now be expressed as

VG(ξ,t→∞) = − ∆T

T + ∆T
F (ξ) + C = −γ − 1

γ
F (ξ) + C, (2.11)

with γ known as the biasfactor

γ =
T + ∆T

T
, (2.12)

which represents the multiplicity of the effective temperature the CV is enhanced with.

Eq. (2.11) implies, that the population of the explored CV in the long time limit, will

be according to a canonical distribution, where Eq. (2.5) approximates to

P (ξ) ∝ exp

(
− F (ξ)

kB(T + ∆T )

)
. (2.13)

Unlike regular MetaD, which converges towards a flat biasing potential, within the statistical

error ε(ξ), WTmetaD does not. Because the height of Gaussians is adjusted during the

simulation, deeper basins will have more Gaussians deposited while shallower Gaussians will

have less. Effectively the system spends more time in the lower energy regions.

Furthermore, it is seen that for ∆T → 0 in Eq. (2.13) yields regular MD, while the limit

∆T → ∞ yields normal metaD. Values of ∆T in between may be chosen with the energy

barrier in mind. Since only the CV is exploring regions at an increased effective temperature

T + ∆T , barriers of this energy range may be overcome, while limiting the overfilling of the

biasing potential and thus staying within reasonable energy ranges.

2.2.4 Estimating Kinetics

WTmetaD provides a powerful technique for estimating the FES and reaction pathways

given a suitable choice of CVs. However, it cannot estimate kinetics of rare events because

the biasing potential breaks the bias-free transition state (TS) assumption, which states

that the transition across a barrier must be free of external bias. Inspired by the methods of

conformational flooding [?] and hyperdynamics [?] Tiwary and Parrinello extended the scope
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of WTmetaD towards estimating kinetic rates for state-to-state transitions [?]. By using

an infrequent bias deposition of WTmetaD, the deep energy basins will have an increased

hyperpotential. This effectively decreases the transition barrier towards other states. Due to

thermal fluctuations, the system will be able to cross the TS region. The time spent on the

TS region is rather short, and with a sufficiently slow bias deposition rate, it is unlikely that

a deposition will occur at the same time. With this assumption, the TS remains unaffected,

and the rare event may be used to estimate kinetics.

Tiwary and Parrinello showed that the true transition rates may be estimated by the

acceleration factor

α =

〈
exp

(
VG(ξ)

kBT

)〉
, (2.14)

where VG is the total deposited bias potential. Using the acceleration factor, the true tran-

sition time of the TS region may be estimated by

τtrue = τbias · α, (2.15)

where τbias is the time of the simulation. The estimation of τtrue relies on two fundamental

assumptions. First the transition across the barrier remains unbiased. The second assump-

tion, requires that the set of chosen CV’s do not display hysteresis. If these criteria are

fulfilled, InMetaD may be used to estimate kinetic rates of rare events.

One advantage of InMetaD is that the FES does not need to be known, nor does it

require any knowledge on the transition pathway of the CV. However, due to statistical

uncertainty that may arise from different pathways, one must assess the reliability of the

transition events. This ensures unaffected TS regions and a proper choice of parameters.

A methodology for assessing the reliability of the InMetaD results [?] was developed, to

verify if the transition times of a set of simulations fulfill a Poisson distribution. The best

statistical approach to perform this test is to employ an empirical cumulative distribution

function (ECDF), where the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for a Poisson process

yields

Pn>1 = 1− P0 = 1− exp

(
− t
τ

)
, (2.16)

which defines the probability of observing at least one crossing event at the time t. Eq.

(2.16) thus allows the fit of τ of a set of n transition events from an InMetaD simulations.

Since InMetaD deposits a bias with a slow frequency, it can be quite time consuming

to fill the deep energy basins with the added bias, and thus to cross the TS. Therefore,

the InMetaD was improved further by designing a frequency adaptive Gaussian deposition

protocol [?]. With this approach Gaussian hills are deposited frequently in the beginning of
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the simulation, similar to MetaD, and thus quickly filling up the deep energy wells. However

as the simulation proceeds, the deposition rate decreases and the method resembles InMetaD

again, thus fulfilling the bias-free transition requirement.
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Chapter 3

Human Aquaporin 10

A vital ability of cells is to shield itself from the outside and selectively transport molecules

across the cell membrane. Water is the medium of life, however biological membranes only

have a limited intrinsic water permeability. Cells therefore facilitate water flux mainly by

specialized transmembrane water channels called aquaporins (AQPs). These proteins are

responsible for the passive transport of water and small solutes across cell membranes in

response to osmotic, hydrostatic pressure or concentration gradients.

Because they are present in several types of tissues in the human body, AQPs are inter-

esting from medical and physiological perspectives [?, ?]. In addition, the fast and extremely

selective water transport have allowed the development of biomimetic membranes for water

filtration and purification [?, ?, ?]. Obtaining a deep understanding of how these proteins

function is therefore necessary for further development of environmental applications. In

particular molecular interactions are the basis for the distinctive transport, and obtaining

insight of these processes require state-of-the-art experimental setups and advanced MD

simulations.

In this chapter the newly crystallized human AQP 10 (hAQP10) combined with biochem-

ical assays and MD simulations are presented in Paper I. The paper presents a complex

pH dependent mechanism that selectively regulates glycerol flux. Our desire to quantify

transport and permeation of water and glycerol therefore motivates Paper II. Here a novel

approach for determining permeation rates through AQPs, and membrane proteins in gen-

eral, is presented.
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Structure of Aquaporins

3.1 Structure of Aquaporins

AQPs consists of two subfamily members. The orthodox AQPs which exclusively transports

water, and the more promiscuous aquaglyceroporins which also transports other small solutes

such as glycerol, ammonia, urea and possibly carbon dioxide. Structurally, AQPs combine

into a tetrameric form, with each monomer acting as a functional channel [?]. Each monomer

may be described as an hourglass shape, formed by six transmembrane helices in addition

to two half-helices meeting at the center of the monomer. Each of these half-helices formed

by loop B and E end in an NPA-motif (asparagine, proline and alanine) at the center of the

channel, see Fig. 3.1. The NPA motifs provide an important function of water transport and

preventing proton transfer by a Grotthuss ”proton wire” mechanism. This feature is essential

for the cell to maintain its physiological pH [?]. AQPs also contains a selectivity filter (SF)

or constriction site, which usually forms the narrowest part of the channel. This region is

located at the extracellular vestibule and consist of an arginine residue and 3-4 aromatic

residues, why it is also called the aromatic arginine (ar/R) region. The ar/R constriction

site is important for ion and proton repulsion, and exclusion of substrates based on size and

hydrophobic properties. The NPA-motifs and ar/R form some of the few hydrophilic residues

inside the channel, which is otherwise surprisingly hydrophobic [?]. Recent crystallographic

data indicates that water molecules move through the ar/R in pairs [?]. They have also been

shown to move concertedly through the channel, and flip their orientation at the NPA motifs

[?, ?] as shown on Fig. 3.1. Throughout the channel, all water hydrogen bonds are fulfilled

by bonding to carbonyl oxygens of the protein and with the neighboring water molecule.

With this feature of coordination, the AQPs compensate for the energetic cost of breaking

hydrogen bonds from the bulk solution and enter the channel [?, ?].

3.2 Proton Exclusion

The human AQP1 conducts water at a rate of 3× 109 water molecules per second, however

like all other AQPs, proton conduction is completely absent [?]. Based on initial crystal

structures, the location of the oxygen water molecules can be determined, revealing a single

water file in the pore of the channel. However the exact location of the hydrogen atoms

could not be determined, and thus yielded an incomplete understanding of the dynamics of

water transport and proton repulsion.

The exact cause of proton exclusion has been investigated in several studies and a few

models have been suggested [?]. It was initially suggested, that proton exclusion is caused

by the disruption of hydrogen bonds across the NPA-motifs, that prevents a Grotthuss type

”proton wire” transfer mechanism. The first atomic scale AQP1 crystal structure was found

with 3.8 Å resolution and without water molecules. Based on this structure it was suggested

that the asparagine residues of the NPA-motifs, coordinate a single water molecule by the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Fig. a shows the crystallized tetramer of hAQP10 (PDB 6F7H [?]) with
different colors for each monomer. Fig. b shows the water file in a GlpF simulation during
equilibration in the NPT ensemble. Water molecules are represented in space filling vdW
and residues of the NPA motifs and the SF for GlpF are shown in stick representation. The
rest of the protein is shown with surface representation.

amido groups [?]. The water molecule would orient the hydrogen atoms perpendicular to

the channel, and break the formation of hydrogen bonds with neighboring water molecules.

Thereby it would prevent the formation of a proton-wire transfer mechanism. An extension to

this model was proposed based on MD simulations of the Escherichia coli (E. coli) glycerol

facilitator (GlpF) [?, ?]. These simulations revealed a remarkable coordination of water

across the two NPA-motifs. The water molecules formed a bipolar orientation with the

hydrogen atoms poiting outwards, which causes an inversion of the water dipole moment

across the NPA motifs, see Fig. 3.1. At the center of the NPA-motifs the two central water

molecules hydrogen bond with the oxygen towards the asparagine amido groups from each

side. This breakage of hydrogen bonds across the NPA-motifs would effectively prevent the

proton transfer. The recent subangstrom X-ray structure of the yeast aquaporin, Aqy1 [?],

provided strong evidence of the bipolar water file. Here it was possible to determine the

hydrogens position of water molecules, due to its high structural resolution. A bi-directional

water file was observed with two water molecules hydrogen bonding with each NPA-motif.

Essentially, this is in agreement with the predicted MD results [?, ?].

The general consensus is however, that the two half-helices ending in each NPA motif,

form oppositely oriented macro-dipole moments in which the electrostatic field is positive in

the center. Non-equilibrium MD simulations have estimated that based on the electrostatic
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repulsion, the protons would never be able to climb the energetic barrier and reach the

NPA motifs [?, ?, ?]. This has been further supported by mutations that decreased the

macro-dipole of the helices, which indeed showed increased proton leakage [?]. The bipolar

orientation of water, may thus be interpreted as an effect of the electrostatic arrangement

and not the primary cause of proton repulsion [?]. This was also observed in an MD study

for which the bipolar orientation was lost upon elimination of the dipole of the two helices

[?].

It has however also been discovered that the arginine of the ar/R region is also involved

in proton exclusion due to the positive charge. Mutations of this arginine to small uncharged

residues, have appeared to allow passage of protons [?, ?]. It thus seems that proton exclusion

cannot only be explained by the electrostatic repulsion of the NPA-motifs, but that the

channel lining residues such as the arginine in the ar/R region play an important role as well.

Proton repulsion thus seems as an effect of several features of the AQPs. The macrodipoles

of the B and E loops create an repulsive barrier for protons together with the arginine of

the ar/R, while the inversion of water dipole moments could likely prevent any remaining

protons that could advance by a Grotthuss proton wire.

3.3 Substrate Selectivity

In addition to water and glycerol, aquaglyceroporins are known to transport other sub-

strates including urea, NH3, As(OH)3, Sb(OH)3 and Si(OH), while gaseous molecules such

as CO2, NO, O2 and CO are more speculative [?, ?]. Here we focus on the known molecular

interactions of substrate transport and especially how MD simulations have aided in this

understanding.

3.3.1 Permeation of Glycerol

The bacterial glycerol facilitator, GlpF was the first aquaglyceroporin to be crystallized

[?]. This structure revealed three glycerol molecules in the channel. Later it was crystallized

without glycerol [?]. Interestingly, these structures are mutually almost identical, and present

a similar fold as the orthodox AQPs. However they also reveal a significantly wider ar/R

region (3.8 Å vs 3.0 Å of AQP1). This is due to several substitutions, which results in a

more hydrophobic and wider channel. At the ar/R region a tryptophan and a phenylanaline

create a hydrophobic corner, at which glycerol isomerizes with the CH groups. Meanwhile

the guanidinium side chains of the arginine (Arg206) hydrogen bond to the hydroxyl groups,

see Fig. 3.2. This particular coordination is important for the selectivity of substrates, which

only allows passage of linear sugars that can align in the channel. GlpF exhibits a lower

water conductivity than the E. coli orthodox AqpZ. This is due to the hydrophobicity of

the ar/R region, which in orthodox AQPs, is substituted by more hydrophilic residues, that
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allow a greater water coordination. It thus seems as water is more likely co-transported for

GlpF, while the AqpZ is the predominant channel for water flux [?].

Several MD studies have been performed on these aquaglyceroporins to further elucidate

the mechanism of substrate transport for glycerol. For GlpF it was shown that glycerol

movement occurred concertedly with water through the pore, and that glycerol permeation

occurred spontaneously in unbiased simulations [?]. Multiple studies aimed to determine

the PMF of substrate permeation through the AQPs to identify the largest free energy bar-

riers and binding pockets. Early studies utilized non-equilibrium steered MD, for which

the water or glycerol were pulled through the AQP channel to determine the PMF. The

associated PMF for GlpF illustrates two major barriers, the NPA and at the ar/R region.

It also shows an attractive vestibule at the periplasmic entrance, which could play a role

for attracting glycerol [?]. Comparative studies with the E. coli AQPs GlpF and the or-

thodox AqpZ identified steric hindrance as the major cause of glycerol retention for AqpZ

[?]. Enhanced sampling techniques based on equilibrium methods using the Adaptive Bi-

asing Force, was also employed to determine the PMF [?]. Here only one major barrier

at the ar/R region was found, suggesting essentially free diffusion once glycerol has moved

across the ar/R, consistent with earlier unbiased simulations [?]. Furthermore, this study

illustrated the importance of isomerization of glycerol within the channel, in order to adopt

and form hydrophobic contacts with aromatic residues, while being able to hydrogen bond

with nearby residues. This result also illustrates that non-equilibrium methods do not allow

for adaptation of the protein-glycerol interactions, which may be the rate limiting steps of

permeation [?].

3.3.2 Permeation of Gases

Substrate selectivity thus seems to origin at the ar/R region due to a combination of steric

hindrance and hydrophobic interactions. The permeation of gaseous molecules as CO2 re-

mains unclear if not contradictory [?, ?]. CO2 permeability is difficult to measure due to

several experimental challenges including: i) High permeation dependence on lipid compo-

sition, since gasses can readily diffuse through certain lipid bilayers. ii) Transport of CO2

must be measured indirectly, for instance using a pH probe [?]. Due to these experimental

challenges MD simulations are a good candidate for estimating permeability. In a partic-

ularly interesting set of MD studies, Hub and de Groot first estimated permeation of CO2

[?], and later also O2, NH3, glycerol and urea [?]. The permeability of these substrates

were estimated using umbrella sampling for hAQP1, a hAQP1 mutant, GlpF and for lipid

bilayers consisting of POPE and POPC lipids. With this enhanced sampling method a PMF

was estimated for all above combinations, giving information about the height and location

of the free energy barriers. As expected, the largest barrier was indeed found at the ar/R

region for all solutes. Interestingly, the AQP1 solute permeability was anti-correlated with
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Crystal structure of GlpF (PDB 1FX8 [?]) with one of three glycerol molecules
shown in orange and the residues of the ar/R constriction site shown in sticks representation
(residues Trp48, Phe200 and Arg206). Fig. (a) shows a top view, and (b) shows a side view
including surface representation.

the solute hydrophobicity. The opposite behavior was found for permeation through the

lipid membranes, for which the gaseous molecules could readily diffuse through. GlpF was

meanwhile found permeable to all small solutes except for urea, however formed higher bar-

riers for CO2 and O2 than through the lipid membranes. Furthermore, it was found that the

hydrophobic effect was dominant in AQP1 for determining the gaseous substrate specificity,

while glycerol and urea were rejected on size exclusion at the ar/R region. Overall, these

results indicates that diffusion through the lipid bilayer is dominating.

However, experimental studies indicate that diffusion through membranes is highly de-

pendent on the lipid composition and cholesterol content [?]. CO2 diffusion through AQPs

is therefore only expected for membranes with low intrinsic permeability [?, ?]. Still, some

experimental results suggests transport of CO2, and it has been suggested that the fifth

pore, formed in the center of the tetramer, could be the facilitator (see Fig. 3.1). The fifth

pore is very hydrophobic, and permeation of these hydrophobic gases seems reasonable in

the context of the results of Hub and de Groot [?, ?]. Transport of CO2, should also be

put into physiological context, and would be most important for plants, cyanobacteria and

partly animals [?]. While the permeation of these gases by AQPs remain unclear, the MD

simulations of Hub and de Groot, serves as an example of which MD simulations are able to

elucidate biological systems that are difficult to investigate using experimental techniques.
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3.4 Gating and Regulation of Aquaporins

Physiologically relevant regulatory mechanisms of AQPs are predominantly found for eu-

karyotic organisms. While substrate selectivity is based on the ar/R region, gating of AQPs

is due to changes at cytoplasmic and extracellular openings. Two types of gating have been

classified, ”capping” and ”pinching” [?, ?]. Structurally, these two mechanisms differ in the

way the channel is blocked. Either a residue inserts into a cavity of the pore (”capping”) or

a small conformational change cause residues to constrict a region of the pore (”pinching”).

Several AQPs are known to be gated by pH [?, ?, ?], phosphorylation [?], ligand binding

[?, ?, ?], pressure or mechanosensitivity [?, ?, ?]. For several of these AQPs the knowledge

and understanding of the type of regulation is gained by biochemical assays of the wild type

(WT) and mutants. The crystal structures yield structural information which combined with

the functional data can give an in-depth understanding of the gating mechanism. With an

X-ray structure computational biologists are able to perform simulations for studying how

certain residues can be responsible for the gating mechanism. Several reviews summarize

the current knowledge of AQP gating [?, ?, ?, ?], and here are some of the well-known

mechanisms from a molecular perspective presented.

For plants it seems intuitive that AQPs can regulate water flux during drought or flooding.

The spinach plant SoPIP2:1 AQP has been found to be gated by several mechanisms. There

are five crystal structures available, including closed, open and mutant structures. Combined

with extensive functional and MD data, the molecular mechanisms have been elucidated

[?, ?]. In the WT crystal structure, a Cd2+ cation binds at the N-terminus while nearby

loop D inserts Leu197 into a cavity of the channel, effectively blocking the passage of water.

The cation, which is expected to be Ca2+ in-vivo, stabilizes loop D in this configuration by a

network of ionic and hydrogen bonds with nearby negatively charged and polar residues [?].

Phosphorylation of a Ser115 disrupts the Ca2+-binding site, displacing loop D significantly

and removing Leu197 from the cavity, thus opening the channel [?]. Here MD simulations

have indicated the initial events of loop opening [?]. Finally the last gating mechanism

includes the protonation of a histidine of loop D, which allows interaction with the Ca2+

ligand once again, resulting in the stabilization of the closed state [?, ?].

Due to X-ray structures of the WT and three mutants, SoPIP may be one of the best

understood AQPs from a molecular gating perspective. Other AQPs that are known to

be gated have not yet been successfully crystallized (hAQP3 [?], hAQP7 [?]), while some

AQPs are crystallized for a single state (hAQP0-4). Of these channels hAQP4 has been

suggested to be gated by phosphorylation and pH [?, ?]. Through MD simulations it was

demonstrated that hAQP4 was pH gated upon protonation of His95, and it was shown how

the pore radius and permeability of water increased compared to the neutral Nδ protonation

state [?]. In vitro assays substantiated this observation by mutation of His95Ala for which
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the pH sensitivity was lost [?].

Even for channels without a X-ray structure, in silico methods have been utilized to

elucidate the molecular mechanism of which the aquaglyceroporins hAQP3 and hAQP7 are

gated. Functional assays reveal that both hAQP3 [?] and hAQP7 [?] are fully permeable for

water and glycerol at physiological pH, however fully closed at acidic pH. In these studies

homology modeling was employed to build 3D structures of the proteins (based on GlpF) in

order to perform MD simulations. With this approach it was possible to identify key residues

that interact and ”pinch” the extracellular region leading to reduced water and glycerol flux.

The same type of channel blocking was observed for hAQP3 which has also been shown to

be inhibited by binding of Hg2+ ions [?].

It is important to note that several mechanisms of AQPs have been shown to affect

water and/or glycerol permeability. Here only external perturbations that cause a structural

change of the channel are considered (e.g. pH, phosphorylation and ligand binding). It

should however also be mentioned that several AQPs exhibit intrinsic dynamics that alter

channel function and permeability. These cases include flipping of the conserved arginine in

the ar/R region or residues in the cytoplasmic region. In these cases MD simulations have

aimed to estimate permeability of the different states [?, ?].

In silico methods, and in particular MD simulations, are excellent tools for complement-

ing experimental data. By using available crystal structures, or even homology modeling,

MD simulations can be employed for analyzing specific interactions governing permeation of

substrates, potential gating mechanisms and estimating transport rates. These results may

yield valuable indications of residues of particular importance which may be used for further

experimental analyses.

3.5 Study Motivation and Paper I

Some of the current biomimetic membrane technologies utilize membrane proteins embedded

into support materials [?, ?, ?]. It is key to understand the function and potential gating

mechanisms at a molecular level in order to utilize these proteins in a membrane operation.

Learning how to study membrane proteins efficiently and how to gain substantial information

are goals of this project. In particular, newly discovered membrane proteins may present

novel and/or optimized ways of running a membrane process.

As a results of the IBISS project, a human membrane protein expression system has been

developed which makes use of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) yeast strain [?].

The S. cerevisiae platform allows optimized production and purification procedures of AQPs,

which have previously been poorly characterized. With high yields of hAQPs, it was shown

that the hAQP 2, 6 and 8 were orthodox, while 3, 7, 9, 10-12 also facilitated glycerol flux.

With these proteins available, it is possible to study the role of hAQPs of human tissues.
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Experiments were performed on human adipocytes and the role of aquaglyceroporins in

response to lipogenesis and lipolysis. Lipolysis of the adipocytes stimulated both pH-drop

and glycerol flux with hAQP 3, 7, 9 and 10 as the suspected regulators. To further investigate

the connection between the aquaglyceroporins and increased glycerol transport at low pH,

these proteins were studied by functional analyses. Surprisingly, hAQP10 was the lone

channel showing an increased glycerol flux at low pH, however unaffected water flux.

To unravel the substrate selective pH gating mechanism of hAQP10 further, a truncated

construct of hAQP10 was successfully crystallized in its tetrameric form at pH 6.0. Crys-

tallization was eased due to a large amount of high quality hAQP10 formerly produced

in bioreactors [?]. The X-ray data revealed an unusual monomeric structure with an ex-

ceptionally wide ar/R region and a cytoplasmic loop capping the cytoplasmic entrance. A

single glycerol molecule was found in each monomer as well as four glycerol molecules in

the intermediate space located between the monomers. This structure thus indicated that

the cytoplasmic loop and nearby residues could function as the glycerol gate. Through

mutational and functional analyses, the His80 was pinpointed as the pH sensor, probably

causing structural change of the nearby loop allowing the passage of glycerol. Attempts to

obtain a crystal structure at low pH was unsuccessful, however MD simulation techniques

provide valuable insight of how hAQP10 regulates glycerol transport. Paper I [?] presents

the hAQP10 crystal structure, in-vivo and in-vitro data of the WT protein and mutations,

as well as MD simulations that indicate a gating mechanism for glycerol transport.

3.6 Conclusions of Paper I and Motivation for Paper

II

The work presented in Paper I is extensive. A crystal structure along with multiple ex-

perimental assays were performed in addition to MD simulations. These biochemical assays

showed an increased glycerol flux at reduced pH, and the H80 was pinpointed as the pH-

sensor. With the structure of the protein obtained at pH 6, a piece of information was missing

for complete structural understanding of the gating mechanism. Therefore MD simulations

were employed. Indeed, these showed that the protonated His80 state, mimicking a low pH,

is electrostatically regulated by the interaction with nearby Glu27, which subtly alters the

cytoplasmic loop configuration. Through a principal component- and cluster analysis, we

identified several loop configurations, some of which were sufficiently wide to allow glycerol

transduction. The simulations were thus consistent with the experimental results. The study

thus perfectly illustrates how experiments and in silico methods may be combined to further

enlighten of biological systems.

From an MD perspective, Paper I yields information of a potential gating mechanism,

however a clear quantification of the difference of glycerol permeation for low and neutral pH
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states cannot be concluded based on these results. Obtaining such information is a challeng-

ing task. It would require extensive amount of unbiased simulations to statistically quantify

a permeation pathway, the rate of transport or a FES. Even using enhanced sampling tech-

niques this is not a simple feat. Finding, developing and optimizing a methodology for

statistically quantifying permeation of water and glycerol through hAQP10 thus motivates

Paper II.

3.7 Conclusions and Outlook of Paper II

Paper II aimed to gain a deeper insight into the transport of water and glycerol of hAQP10.

Through unbiased simulations and analyses a distinctive water profile was identified which

featured high water density in the extracellular region of the pore, and a distinctive water

coordination in the cytoplasmic region. Here two water molecules would interact with loop

residues with an inverted dipole moment. Upon protonation of the His80, the loop imme-

diately alters conformation to a more hydrophobic state. Using InMetaD simulations, this

was shown to impede transport of water by approximately 50 %. In contrast, the more

hydrophobic loop configuration favors glycerol transport which approximately increases by

70%. The glycerol transport was found to be facilitated by a hydrophobic patch, created by

specific residues in the cytoplasmic loop region in combination with loop fluctuations on a

nanosecond timescale. The MD simulations thus presents new information and improves the

understanding of how hAQP10 transport substrates. These results may give inspiration for

additional experiments that may further substantiate and enlighten the function of hAQP10

and AQPs in general.

From a general and medical perspective, hAQP10 is interesting due to its location in the

human body, which links it to human metabolic diseases and targets the protein for drug

development. However, the protein is an unlikely candidate for embedding into synthetic

membranes for water filtration. Although glycerol and polyols may be of interest to extract

from a solution, it is complicated to use gated proteins in applications.

Instead, Paper II thus presents a cost effective method for studying membrane proteins

and estimating transport rates. This may be beneficial for studying other systems and

potential candidates for environmental membrane processes. Indeed, the work presented

may provide a novel avenue for studying membrane proteins in general, which may accelerate

the biomimetic development of membrane based water treatment.
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Chapter 4

Protein Based Resource Recovery

Proteins are responsible for sensing and exchanging substrates between the environment and

the cell. Evolution has optimized the biomolecules for specific tasks, which has given them

features such as high affinity and selectivity for specific substrates. The development of

a protein based resource recovery application relies on a theoretical understanding of the

interaction between these biomolecules. In this chapter, a concept for gaining photo-control

of a specific class of protein for resource recovery is presented. These proteins, called substrate

binding proteins (SBPs), are particularly interesting due to their properties of ligand binding

and versatile bioengineering background [?].

Due to our interest in P-recovery we are particularly interested in phosphate binding

proteins (PBPs), which also belong to the SBP family. By studying the bioengineering

background of SBPs, and PBPs in particular, their applications for biosensing and lab-scale

substrate extraction is outlined. Due to the inability to control the binding and release

mechanism of SBPs we design a concept for gaining photo-control using an azobenzene

chromophore. The suggested approach allows repeated binding and release of phosphate

anions from solution using light as a trigger. Furthermore, the concept of photo-control is

not limited to PBPs but may be applicable to other SBPs as well.

Computational studies using molecular dynamics (MD) are employed to study the con-

cept in silico. However, computational limitations for studying PBPs in particular are high-

lighted and motivates Paper III. Here enhanced sampling methods are applied for studying

the binding and release of maltodextrins of maltose binding protein (MBP), which is used as

a general platform for future studies of SBPs and how to gain photo-control of these proteins.
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4.1 Substrate Binding Proteins

SBPs are a superfamily of proteins involved in chemotaxis, signal transduction and solute

uptake for eukaryotes and prokaryotes. SBPs are often associated with membrane protein

complexes facilitating transport from the extracellular solvent into the cytoplasm of various

ligands including carbohydrates, amino acids, DNA, peptides, anions and metal ions. They

consist of two structurally conserved domains interconnected by a hinge region. The ligand

initially binds in a crevice between the two domains, inducing a rotation around the hinge

resulting in a closed structure with the ligand trapped in the binding pocket as shown on Fig.

4.1 [?, ?, ?, ?] . This mechanism has been dubbed the ”Venus Fly-Trap” mechanism, due to

the resemblance of carnivorous plants that capture prey [?]. By subsequent interaction with

the membrane protein complex, the ligand is transported from the extracellular solvent into

the cell [?]. Especially organisms living in harsh conditions, with low resource availability

or high content of toxic compounds, have developed SBPs with extraordinary high affinity

and selectivity for their respective ligand [?].

Figure 4.1: Crystal structures of the Phosphate Binding Protein. Left: Showing the bound
crystal structure with fully sequestered phosphate (PDB: 1IXH [?]). Right: Showing the open
crystal structure mutant Thr141Asp excluding phosphate (PDB: 1OIB [?])

The particular binding mechanism and domain closure vary between the proteins. The

binding mechanism includes electrostatic (charge-charge) interactions for PBPs [?], while

aromatic (pi-stacking) interactions are dominant for MBP [?]. Currently two models are used

to describe the ligand binding of SBPs: Induced fit (IF) and conformational selection (CS)

[?, ?, ?, ?]. The IF model assumes that the ligand actively participates in reconfiguration

of the binding site, and the ligand interaction is thus required to achieve full closure of the

SBP [?, ?, ?]. The CS model states that the protein exist in an equilibrium of open and

closed states, where the ligand plays a passive role in shifting the equilibrium towards the

closed state [?, ?, ?]. Combinations of the two models have also been proposed, where the
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ligand initially binds to a partially closed state (CS model), and then proceeds through an IF

mechanism to achieve full closure of the protein [?]. The governing binding mechanism has

also been proposed to be relevant for ligand recognition [?]. It has been suggested [?] that

SBPs with more than one stable apo state, allow for interactions with much more diverse

ligands [?, ?, ?, ?], than proteins that do not exhibit this behavior [?].

4.1.1 Bioengineering and Applications of SBPs

Due to their ligand recognition, high affinity, stability and large domain motions, the SBPs

have caught interest for protein engineering purposes [?, ?]. Utilizing the SBPs in almost any

application requires intelligent and mutational analyses in order to optimize and designed a

protein for a specific function. Mutations may be categorized into three principal types [?]:

i) Endosteric mutations of amino acids that directly interact with the ligand in the binding

pocket. ii) Peristic mutations at the rim of the binding site with contacts between the two

domains. iii) Allosteric mutations far away from the binding site, for instance in crevices

that form due to the global domain motions of the open and closed conformation. These

three principal types of mutations obviously have different effects, depending on the protein,

specific location and type of mutation, and are further outlined below.

Endosteric Mutations: Can be used to alter binding affinity or selectivity for ligands due

to changes in the direct interaction between protein and ligand [?]. For instance advanced

computational techniques can re-design the binding pocket and thereby substituting the

accepted ligand. Examples of this include conversion of MBP and Ribose Binding Protein

into Zn(II)-binding sites [?, ?]. Even more drastic modifications have converted SBPs into

active enzymes in which MBP have been redesigned into an metalloenzyme [?].

Allosteric and Peristic Mutations: The large domain motion exerted by the SBPs upon

binding is ideal for sensing and transmitting signals upon ligand binding and unbinding.

Thus SBPs can be devised into reagentless optical biosensors of MBP [?], glutamate binding

protein [?, ?] or for sensing amino acids [?], reviewed in [?, ?]. Studies have also deviced

electrochemical signal transducers by tethering redox-coupled groups allosterically on the

protein, which allows measuring domain motions upon ligand binding [?].

Allosteric mutations far away from the binding site can also alter binding affinity. Muta-

tion of residues in crevices between the two domains can significantly alter the conformational

equilibrium. For instance by inserting bulky residues into the balancing interface of MBP

destabilizes the open conformation of the apo state [?, ?] and increases the ligand binding

affinity [?, ?, ?].

Alltogether, SBPs provide an excellent platform for protein engineering and design due to

their architecture, high stability, large conformational change and binding site adaptability

[?].
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4.1.2 Phosphate Binding Proteins

Our interest of recovering P from wastewater sources has thus awakened our interest for

PBPs. These proteins are a part of the specific phosphate-specific transport (Pst) system

that is activated when phosphate resources are low [?, ?]. The Pst consists of four proteins,

two transmembrane proteins (PstA and PstC), a dimeric ATP-binding protein (PstB) and

the PBP known as PstS. Since the system is activated at low levels of phosphate, PBPs

naturally have a strong affinity and selectivity for phosphate in order to facilitate transport

into the cell [?].

PBPs primarily binds mono- and di-basic phosphate (H2PO−4 , HPO2−
4 ) with a dissociation

constant in the nM range [?]. When dibasic phosphate is bound, the binding pocket is fully

sequestered from water [?], and the PBP-phosphate interaction then includes 11 donating H-

bonds, and a single accepted low-barrier hydrogen bond with a conserved Asp. This feature

is also responsible for the recognition of only protonated phosphates, due to unsatisfied H-

bond with an Asp-residue [?]. Therefore mutation of binding site residues into Asp or Glu

can increase the specificity of PBPs to only include monobasic phosphate [?]. In addition,

this property is also expected to be the cause of 1:1000 fold selectivity between phosphate

(HPO2−
4 ) and arsenate (HAsO2−

4 ), although these anions have extremely high resemblance

in terms of size and chemical properties. The slightly larger radius of arsenate, estimated

to only 10%, causes a slight perturbation of a Asp(OH)-H-O hydrogen bond angle, which

reduces the affinity for arsenate compared to phosphate [?], Fig. 4.2. The ability of PBPs to

recognize phosphate from the toxic arsenate, ensures certain organisms to live in P-low/As-

rich environments [?].

4.1.3 Sensing and Separation of Substrates With SBPs

PBP Applications

The strong interaction and high selectivity of phosphate for PBPs makes them a promising

target for sensing and separation purposes of phosphate. Covalent attachment of fluorophores

on PBPs have converted the proteins into reagentless biosensors by using light as the trans-

ducer [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. By novel design, nM sensitivity of phosphate has been achieved,

which furthermore has led to the prediction of a two state binding model, and an overall

dissociation constant of 70 nM [?]. The PBPs have therefore been used as a scaffold for

commercial development of ATPase activity sensors [?].

PBPs have also been recognized for P-recovery. Recombinant E. coli expressing PBPs

in the periplasmic space were found to uptake up to ≥ 94% of the total phosphate of water

at low concentrations 0.2-1.0 mg L−1 within 6 hours experiments [?]. A different approach

was using bacterial surface display of PBPs attached to ice-nucleation proteins. Here up to

80 mg L−1 phosphate over 5 hours was recovered [?]. Interestingly, even dead cells would
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Figure 4.2: a) The PBP crystal structure with bound phosphate, showing a low-barrier
hydrogen bond with a conserved Asp for the Pseudomonas fluorescens organism. b) The
same protein with bound arsenate. The strained As/P-O2-H angle may cause unfavorable
energy terms, causing a selectivity of 100-1000 between the two anions, which is essential in
As-rich and P-low environments. Figure adapted from [?].

still be able to capture phosphate from solution. A third study used PBPs suspended onto

columns, and measured a removal rate below the 9.5 ng L−1 from the initial concentration of

0.015 mg L−1 [?]. Recently studies have focused on releasing phosphate [?, ?]. The P-release

was tested by ionic, pH and temperature changes, showing that higher ionic strengths, lower

pH and higher temperature promoted phosphate release [?]. A study from 2018 thoroughly

tested the kinetics of unbinding and pH effect, and found that a pH of 12.5 gave the highest

yields and phosphate dissociation which occurred in less than five minutes [?].

Metal Recovery Applications Using SBPs

In addition to P recovery, cell surface engineering has been a successful approach for recovery

of rare metal ions [?, ?]. Cell surface display of molybdate binding protein (ModE) have been

developed for molybdate recovery (Mo2−
4 ) [?, ?]. A mutant variant was later designed for

binding tungstate [?], illustrating the high degree of flexibility of bioengineering SBPs in
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general.

4.1.4 Lack of Substrate Release Mechanism of SBPs

Expressing proteins at the exterior of the cell surface, called cell surface display, have several

advantages over bioadsorption into the cytoplasm. This is because cell surface adsorption

proceeds rapidly and substrates do not need to be transported into the cell. Another advan-

tage is that the adsorbed substrates can be recovered without cell disruption [?, ?]. Surface

engineered display cells functions as a carrier for display and a producer of metal-binding

proteins over time. This simplifies their implementation and cultivation, whilst enabling

simultaneous production and display of proteins, which can be used directly in bioadsorp-

tion without pretreatment. The adsorption ability is maintained as long as the proteins are

functionally active.

Extraction of substrates by adsorption into cells, onto cell surfaces or surface modified

columns requires readily release. Unfortunately, releasing the bound substrates requires

modification of the environment by temperature, pH, dielectric change or the use of elution

buffers [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. None of these methods presents an effective, efficient and environmen-

tally friendly solution, especially if the downstream processing is also taken into account.

Thus the inability to induce the release mechanism of the bound substrates, may be perceived

as a technological barrier for further development of a biomimetic resource application. This

becomes a strong driving force for developing innovative protein based resource recovery

principles using SBPs.

4.2 Photo-Control of SBPs

Controlling the conformational equilibrium of SBPs may be an avenue for repeated binding

and release of substrates in an environmental technology. When probing complex biomolec-

ular processes it is important to have high spatial and temporal precision. Since light can

be controlled with high spatiotemporal precision, making a biomolecule sensitive to light

can give precise spatiotemporal control [?, ?]. Gaining photo-control of proteins can be

achieved with various approaches such as incorporating non-natural amino acids or linking

light-sensitive chromophores at functionally important locations on the protein. Typically

the requirements for the photochemical residue include [?]: i) Effective absorption of light

(high quantum yield) at wavelengths compatible with biological systems. ii) The photo-

chemistry spatial change should occur at high efficiency in order to use minimal amount of

light dosage. iii) The photochemical modification is sufficient to drive a conformational or

activity change. iv) The photosensitive molecule should be stable in biological conditions

(or the intended solution) and should be non-toxic both before and after irradiation. The

desired concept for gaining photocontrol of PBP is illustrated on Fig. 4.3.
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Caging groups, or photo-triggers, are used widely, and they fulfill the above mentioned re-

quirements. The light-sensitive caging group sequesters a key functional group of a biomolecule.

This renders the biomolecule inactive until irradiation removes the caging group, enabling the

active state of the biomolecule [?]. Removing the caging group is an irreversible process, and

cannot be used for repeated conformational control. Contrary, photoswitches are chemical

compounds that are able to undergo reversible isomerization allowing active/inactive states

repeatedly [?]. Azobenzenes have been the most widely used photoswitch, due to its many

properties that fulfills the desired requirements for controlling biomolecules [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?].

Figure 4.3: Desired photo-control of PBP. By irradiating the PBP with light (left), the
opening of the closed structure triggered (middle) obtaining the open structure with increased
off-rate of phosphate (right).

4.2.1 Azobenzenes

Azobenzenes consist of two phenyl rings connected by an N=N double bond, allowing a trans-

and a cis-state with a 3.5 Å distance reduction as shown on Fig. 4.4 [?]. The trans is 10-12

kcal/mol more stable than the cis and is the dominant isomer in the dark. Importantly, the

two states absorb light with distinct spectra, such that isomerization between trans and cis

can be achieved by using different wavelengths. The trans state have a transition at 320 nm

and a weaker band at 440 nm. The cis absorbs at 250, 280 nm and at 440 nm. However, the

two spectra are overlapping so irradiation with light cannot produce 100 % of one isomer.

Irradiation with light at 340 nm produces approximately 80 % cis. The trans state can be

reformed by irradiation of 450 nm yielding approximately 95 % trans. Since the trans is

10-12 kcal/mol more stable than the cis, thermal relaxation will also regenerate the trans.

Thus, if the azobenzene is kept in the dark it will form nearly 100 % trans. The two states

are separated by a large energy barrier, resulting in a cis to trans thermal relaxation half-life

timescale of days at room temperature.

Due to these properties, azobenzenes are excellent for photocontrolling biomolecules. So

far studies have included photoswitching of peptides, proteins, ligands, DNA, RNA, carbo-
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hydrates and lipids in order to control either conformation or function of the biomolecule

[?]. For proteins, two general approaches have been used for controlling the function: One

method is to trigger an altercation in the protein structure upon isomerization of the azoben-

zene photoswitch. Alternatively, photoswitchable ligands can be developed and interact with

the protein and thereby controls the function. Examples of these are given in Sec. 4.2.2.

Azobenzenes may be tailored for specific purposes by adding chemical groups at the

ortho and para positions of the phenyl group [?, ?]. For instance functional iodoacetamide-

or chloroacetamide groups may be added to tether the azobenzene to cysteines residues

on proteins. Two types of tethering can be made, one includes a single bond between the

azobenzene and the biomolecule, and another approach cross-links the azobenzene at two lo-

cations. The chosen approach depends on the biomolecules involved and the desired function

to control. Another important modification is to extend the azobenzene end-to-end distance

by adding linkers. This allows distance matching of the azobenzene with the biomolecule.

However, increasing the end-to-end distance with a flexible chain, may cause significantly

overlapping end-to-end distances of the trans and cis-isomers, effectively minimizing the

functional change of the biomolecule [?].

For in-vivo purposes, it is beneficial to red-shift the isomerization wavelength in order for

light to penetrate further into tissues and because UV-light may damage cells [?]. To this

end amino groups may be added at the para and ortho positions in order to red shift the

absorption spectrum. Chemical groups placed at the para-position red-shift the absorption

spectrum, but may also decrease the cis-trans relaxation time significantly from half-lives of

days towards milliseconds [?, ?]. This may be undesirable given that the functional timescale

of the biochemical reaction may occur at longer timescales. A solution is to add ortho-groups

that may enhance the lifetime of the cis-isomer by destabilizing the transition state towards

trans [?, ?].

It is important to keep in mind that the feature of azobenzenes to ”reset” back to the

dominant trans-state is what allows azobenzene to be used as a photo-switch. A negligible

free energy difference between the two isomers, only separated by a small energy barrier,

would allow the biomolecule to relax to its free energy minima with the azobenzene adjusting

to the conformationally matching isomer [?].

4.2.2 Applications of Azobenzenes

Some of the most inspirational studies that shaped this project are described here, however

more information can be found in recent reviews [?, ?, ?].

Initial studies of cross-linking azobenzene derivatives to biomolecules were performed in

the group of Andrew Wolley. Here the azobenzene was functionalized with iodoacetamide or

chloroacetamide groups at the para positions at the phenyl groups, which allowed tethering

to peptides forming cross-linked variants of peptide-azobenzene complexes. Here it was
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Figure 4.4: (a) Azobenzene structures of trans and cis. (b) Space filling representation.
(c) Absorption spectrum of trans (solid line) and cis (dashed line) isomers. Illustration from
[?].

demonstrated that the helical content of peptides could be controlled by the state of the

azobenzene. Depending on the cysteine spacing of the peptide, either the cis or trans isomer

would stabilize an alpha-helical conformation as illustrated on Fig. 4.5 [?, ?, ?]. Specifically,

if the trans or cis end-to-end distance was too long or too short the peptide would attain

a disordered state, while a matching distance yields an helical structure. A water soluble

variant expanded the range of which azobenzenes could be utilized since organic co-solvent

was no longer necessary to perform the tethering [?, ?].

Figure 4.5: Azobenzenes have been used for controlling the alpha-helical content of peptides.
Here the cis-isomer stabilizes the alpha helix while the trans destabilizes it. Figure adopted
from [?].

Photocontrol of proteins have been gained by structural design of surface accessible mu-
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tants within desired distances of the cis form, rendering the protein inactive in the trans

state by design [?, ?]. Here a software was used to identify suitable mutants pairs with wa-

ter exposed cysteine thiol groups for azobenzene cross-linking. Using NMR methods it was

shown that the trans state destabilized the protein by a global fold, while the cis state, which

matches the intrinsic protein distances, stabilized it and re-activated binding of peptides [?].

Using a similar approach, Schierling designed and tested 28 combined double and quadrou-

ble Cys mutations for cross-linking an azobenzene [?]. One construct with two azobenzene

cross-links showed an 16-fold increase of the DNA cleavage upon UV-irradiation to the cis-

state. Upon irradiation with blue light, the azobenzenes would regenerate the trans, again

significantly reducing the activity. This was shown to occur repeatedly, illustrating that the

azobenzene can be used for numerous cycles.

Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluR) are membrane complexes with important roles

in synapses [?]. iGluRs consist of several complexes including a ligand binding domain

that regulates the transmembrane channel activity by binding of glutamate and (artificial)

ligands, both agonists and antagonists [?]. Several in-vivo studies have reported that using

azobenzene-modified ligands thethered to the ligand binding domain of iGluRs, can be used

to control the cellular response by irradiation with light [?, ?]. This is achieved due to a

large conformational change of the ligand biding domain upon interaction with the ligand.

This is allowed in both trans- and cis-states [?, ?, ?, ?].

4.2.3 Photoswitching of PBP

Inspired by the intelligent work of bioengineering SBPs and the studies of gaining photo-

control of biomolecules with azobenzenes, it is believed that the combination of SBPs teth-

ered with an azobenzene chromophore could be a step towards controlling substrate uptake

and release from wastewater. It is noted that the ligand binding domain of iGluRs used to

control the membrane protein is described as a clam-shell like binding mechanism, however

is also classified as a SBP [?]. It is thus encouraging that an azobenzene-modified ligand

is able to control the conformation of a SBPs [?, ?, ?, ?]. For our purposes of using PBPs

to bind phosphate, it is however undesirable to use a photoswitchable ligand in the binding

site to control the binding and release of phosphate. Instead we are interested in controlling

the conformation of the PBP by not interfering with the ligand binding site. Thus our ob-

jective is to gain control of the protein conformation by inducing a structural change upon

irradiation with light as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

In order to gain the largest effect for controlling protein conformation, the intrinsic confor-

mational change of the biomolecule must be coupled to the distance change of the azobenzene

upon photoisomerization. The trans isomer is the most energetically favorable state, and

the excited cis-isomer will thermally relax back to the trans over time. This needs consider-

ation when designing the biomolecule-azobenzene complex, such that the PBP is allowed to
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relax or reset to the global minima. The PBP has two major conformations, holo-closed and

apo-open. When phosphates are present, the holo-closed state has the lowest free energy,

and to avoid stochastic unbinding of phosphate, the azobenzene trans-isomer should thus

be compatible with the holo-closed state. This design will allow the substrate bound in the

holo-closed state until irradiation to the cis-isomer, which by design should favor an open

conformation of the PBP.

Two options for functional linking between protein and azobenzene are identified. i) At-

taching the azobenzene to a single cysteine mutation, and then carefully designing azoben-

zene allowing the cis-isomer to shift the conformational equilibrium towards the open state.

ii) Cross-linking the azobenzene onto two Cys mutations, thereby anchoring two residues of

the protein together with the azobenzene. In the case of a single link, it may be difficult to

predict the exact effect caused by the azobenzene isomerization, due to a potential flexible

adaptation of the protein residue and attached azobenzene. The spatial flexibility and high

degree of freedom for the azobenzene may thus limit the effect of the isomerization process,

minimizing the conformational change. Contrary, cross-linking the azobenzene has been

known to yield greater effect than a single attachment due to a lower degree of conforma-

tional freedom of the azobenzene and anchored residues [?]. This approach is nevertheless

expected to be sensitive to poor distance matching between the azobenzene and anchoring

residues. The cis-state is intrinsically more flexible than the trans, and is thus unlikely to

be an issue. However, a too short or long trans-isomer may push the protein into unfolded

or partially unfolded states, potentially causing the protein to loose its functionality or un-

fold. Thus a cross-linking must be carefully designed, both to give maximal effect of the

photo-control and also to avoid unfolding the protein.

Since cross-linking has been known to yield greater effect than a single attachment,

we aimed to couple the intrinsic domain displacements with the azobenzene isomerization.

Carefully choosing the location of the azobenzene is thus essential in order to allow both

open and closed conformations while avoiding loosing the protein function. It is undesirable

to perturb the binding site, since it may alter the ligand interaction, including affinity and

selectivity. Peristic and allosteric cross-linking thus seem like more attractive solutions than

endosteric attachment.

Considering the structure of SBPs, the ligand finds it way at the peristic ”entrance”,

which is then followed by domain closure, sequestering the ligand. Thus, peristic residues at

each domain will approach each other upon domain closure, which will only be compatible

with isomerization to a cis-state. Because the azobenzene, will thermally relax back to

the trans, peristic cross-linking may cause spontaneously opening of the protein and easier

release of phosphate. This is unwanted. Thus it is more likely to find allosteric locations

that exhibit the opposite behavior, i.e. residues moving further apart upon domain closure,
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compatible with the trans-isomer. Allosteric cross-linking on the back of the PBP will match

the free energy minima of the holo-closed state and the trans-state, and irradiation to cis

may then induce the opening of the protein.

4.2.4 Identifying Mutations of PBP

PBP From E. coli

To determine possible allosteric residues for cross-linking with the azobenzene, we decided

on the E. coli PBP. This protein does not contain any intrinsic cysteine residues that could

complicate expressing the proteins due to mutation of other residues to cysteine. Further-

more, this protein has also been crystallized in closed and open structures (PDB: 1IXH [?]

and 1OIB [?]) which allows structural analysis of the protein.

Allosteric Displacements

In order to determine possible locations for allosteric cross-linking onto Cys mutations on the

protein, the closed and open crystal structures were analyzed. By calculating the pairwise

residue distance between Cα-Cα atoms, we got an estimate of the distance change of the

protein upon ligand binding and release, as shown on Fig. 4.6. This plot allows identification

of possible double mutations, whose distance change may match well with the azobenene

isomerization change. As discussed above, finding a pairwise set of mutants whose distance

increases upon domain closure will allow the trans-isomer to be in the relaxed state, so that

irradiation to the cis-state should shift the equilibrium towards the open configuration of

the protein. Thus red shaded areas of Fig. 4.6 show possible residue mutations fulfilling this

requirement. Blue-shaded areas show residues approaching each other upon domain closure,

corresponding to the protein ”front” and mostly peristic residues.

Depending on the azobenzene variant, the end-to-end distance of the two isomerization

states is most likely in the range of 3-8 Å, suggesting that the red-shaded areas of Fig.

4.6 could be suitable mutation pairs. In addition to the distance change of the possible

mutations, the length of the trans and cis isomer must also match distance between the

two residues for each state of the protein. By measuring the distance between the allosteric

residues of the red-shaded areas of Fig. 4.6, we found that the holo-closed state yields a

distance of approximately 15-20 Å, while the apo-open state yields 11-16 Å depending on

the specific mutations. These data are shown in Fig. A.1 and A.2. Following, we identified

an azobenzene that matches the distance criteria .

Choosing an Azobenzene

The azobenzene derivative on Fig. 4.5 used for cross-linking on peptides [?, ?, ?] and proteins

[?] by Wolley et al. fulfills the requirements of distance matching with residues of the two

protein domains. The trans state attains an end-to-end distance of 16-18 Å, while the cis
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Figure 4.6: Cα-Cα distance between chosen residues of closed (PDB: 1IXH [?]) and open
(PDB: 1OIB [?]) PBP crystal structures. Red areas illustrate distances between the residues
that increase upon domain closure, while the opposite is the case for the blue. All cho-
sen residues are either peristic or allosteric, corresponding to front- and back-side residues
relative to the binding-site.

exhibits a range between 11-13 Å [?]. Furthermore is has also been made as a soluble variant

making the cross-linking process easier [?, ?]. Excitation from trans to cis can be achieved

by 350 nm light and the reverse by 460 nm [?].

Distance Matching

To further analyze the suitability of these possible sets of mutations and their match with the

possible azobenzene, MD simulations were performed. Pairwise Cys mutations of the holo-

closed and apo-open states were setup and performed with MD simulations. The distance

between the Cys-S atoms were then measured. To compare the azobenzene length in the

two states, QMMM simulations were setup and performed in order to measure the end-to-

end distance. Additional information of the methods are written in Appendix A. Plotting

the distance histograms for each protein state and azobenzene isomer, gives an indication

of the suitable candidates for gaining photo-control of the PBP. Fig. 4.7 compares the

histogram for the double mutant N226C and D298C. For this particular set of mutants,

there is a considerable overlap between the open state and cis-isomer distances, as well as
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the closed state mutations and the trans-isomer. This indicates that the chosen azobenzene

matches well with the intrinsic protein states, and will thus perturb the two equilibrium

states minimally. Furthermore, the overlap between the cis- and trans-isomer is limited, thus

indicating that the isomerization will have significant impact in the photo-control process.

Two additional mutation suggestions are shown in Appendix A.2.

Figure 4.7: Histogram of the distance between sulfur atoms of the pairwise cysteine mu-
tations of the PBP for the holo-closed (green) and apo-open (blue) states. Shown here is
the N226C and D298C case and arrows shows approximate residue location. Histograms of
the azobenzene shows the end-to-end distance (Cl1-Cl2) of the cis (orange) and trans (red).
Overlapping histograms indicates a possible successful cross-link for gaining photocontrol of
the protein.

4.2.5 Mutant Stability Considerations

Another aspect of cross-linking is the degree of surface accessibility and the stability of the

mutants. By sequence aligning 50 PBPs from different organisms we get an indication of

how conserved all residues are in the protein. Conserved residues are likely important for

the function and stability of the protein, and mutating these may thus affect the protein

properties. Fig. 4.8 shows the conservation of the PBPs, and the highlighted residues mark

the selected mutations. These mutations are both surface accessible and poorly conserved,

thus reducing the risk of affecting protein stability.

4.2.6 Photo-Control Concept

Finally, by cross-linking the azobenzene onto the suitable mutations, such as those presented

in Fig. 4.7, we hypothesize a concept for photo-control of PBPs as illustrated on Fig. 4.9. In

the holo-bound state with the cross-inked trans-isomer, the protein is expected to be in the
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Figure 4.8: Mutational analysis of conserved residues for 50 sequenced PBPs. The color
scale illustrates the degree of conservation. Green is fully conserved while red is poorly con-
served. Especially residues allosterically are poorly conserved.

global minima due to the strong binding affinity of PBP and further enhanced by the trans-

isomer by 10-12 kcal/mol. Irradiation with UV or blue light isomerizes the azobenzene to

the cis-isomer, resulting in an end-to-end distance decrease of approximately 5 Å according

to Fig. 4.7. Due to the allosteric cross-linking, the azobenzene will shift the equilibrium of

the holo-PBP towards the open state. In the holo-open state the phosphate is assumed less

tightly bound which will lower the binding affinity and increasing the off-rate of phosphate.

The reverse process may also be initiated and phosphate may be bound from the solution.

Due to thermal relaxation or irradiation with red-shifted light (450 nm), the azobenzene will

isomerize to the trans-state, once again shifting the conformational equilibrium towards a

closed bound state.

4.2.7 Initial Experimental Results

During this project, a master student worked on producing PBPs and three mutants, and

measured their stability and binding affinity. The results were encouraging as all three

expressed double mutants were stable according to Differential Scanning Calorimetry [?].

4.3 Studying PBPs by Molecular Dynamics

The design and hypothesized photo-control of PBP needs thorough studying in order to

estimate stability, free energy and kinetics of binding. Specifically non-equilibrium states
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Figure 4.9: Hypothesized photocontrol of PBPs by crosslinking with an azobenzene chro-
mophore. At the left is the trans-isomer and the holo-bound state. Irradiation with blue/UV
light results in isomerization of the azobenzene to the cis-state, resulting in the open apo
state (right), from which phosphate can be released.

such as closed-cis and open-trans must be studied. Not only is stability and dynamics an

uncertainty, also the dissipation of energy throughout the protein may limit the effect of

the isomerization, and thus the efficiency of conformational equilibrium shifting. These are

points that need to be addressed to evaluate the hypothesized photocontrol of PBPs.

Molecular dynamics simulations can be used to estimate the effect of the azobenzene

cross-linking. In particular, it is relevant to explore the transition time scales between holo-

closed and holo-open states. To this end WTmetaD and InMetaD are suitable options to

respectively obtain FES’s and transition rates between states, and thus to compare the

conformational equilibrium of the WT protein and cross-linked variants. For each cross-

linked variant, four simulations can be performed i.e. any combination of holo/apo and

cis/trans states. The FES and kinetic rate between states may thus give indication of

potential conformation shift for cis and trans-isomers of a particular cross-linked variant.

However, studying PBP and its interaction with phosphate is a challenging task due to two

limitations of MD: Phosphate charge and desolvation of the binding pocket.

First Challenge: Phosphate Charge

Non-standard residues need parameters compatible with the selected force field in order

to perform MD simulations. Free anionic phosphate (HPO2−
4 ) is not a standard residue,

although phosphate groups (PO3−
4 ) are a part of phospholipids and also parametrized as

phosphorylated residues. Thus, in order to perform simulations with a dibasic phosphate,

the anion was parametrized using two approaches:
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GAFF: Using the General Amber Force Field (GAFF) the phosphate was assigned with

bond, angle and torsional terms as well as VdW parameters [?]. Partial charges were as-

signed with the Antechamber tool [?] for all atoms. However, simulations with these GAFF

parameters led to distorted phosphate structures in free solution. In order to overcome these

issue, angle and VdW parameters were tuned following consultancy with the AMBER com-

munity. With the tuned parameters, simulations with phosphate were stable in both free

solution and in the binding pocket of PBP. Phosphate kept in the binding pocket would keep

the protein closed for unbiased MD simulations for hundreds of nanoseconds as expected.

RED & mdgx: Effort was also put into parametrizing phosphate using high-level QM

theories, and then fitting the calculated energies to the force field terms. Partial charges

were calculated using the RED-database [?], and VdW parametes were taken from a compu-

tational phosphate study [?]. Subsequently, a total of 1820 structures were generated varying

bond, angle and torsion terms. The QM calulation shoftware, Gaussian09 [?], was then used

to calculate the energies of the generated structures. All calculations were performed with

MP2 level theory [?] and with the diffusive basis set 6-311++G(d,p) [?]. Subsequently,

mdgx of AmberTools16 was used for fitting to the amber force field [?]. The fit is shown

on Fig. 4.10. The parameters for the GAFF and mdgx parametrization are attached in the

Appendix A.4.

Unfortunately this parametrization, did not result in favorable interactions between pro-

tein and phosphate as the holo-protein would open within 5-10 nanoseconds during the

system equilibration. The reason for this unfavourable interaction is likely due to incom-

patibility between the parametrization and the Amber Force Field f14SB [?], however would

also be expected for other force fields.

WTMetaD simulations: Since the GAFF-parametrization seemed to perform reasonably

well, we aimed to characterize a FES for the PBP using WTMetaD simulations. A WTMetaD

simulation of the holo-PBP was performed using the domain angle and the coordination

number between the phosphate and residues in the binding pocket, see Appendix A.3 for

additional information about the simulation setup. The 2D FES is integrated down to the

1D domain angle for every 100 ns, as shown Fig. 4.11. For the full FES see Appendix A.3.

Through 500 nanoseconds, the PBP system was unable to revisit the initial crystallographic

state which is completely desolvated. Instead it finds a partially open state as the global free

energy minimum at around 155◦. Thus another major issue was discovered when performing

MD simulations of PBP and phosphate, as described next.

Second Challenge: Desolvation of the Binding Pocket

In the crystal structure the binding pocket is desolvated, however as the WTmetaD explores

other regions of configuration-space, the protein opens up and allows water to enter the
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Figure 4.10: Parametrization of Phosphate using mdgx [?] fitted to 1820 generated phos-
phate structures. The x-axis represent the structure number, and the y axis represent the
calculated energy. The first 840 structures with harmonic potentials represents variation of
single bonds (P-O, P-OH and O-H), angles (P-O-H, O-P-O, O-P-OH) and torsionals (O-P-
OH-H). The remaining structures represent randomly generated structures for which all of
these terms are varied. The yellow curve represents the QM energies which the parameters
are fitted to. The orange curve represents energy of the fitted mdgx parameters, and the blue
represents the GAFF parameters.

binding pocket. Revisiting this water sequestered closed-bound structure never occurred,

and the WTmetaD simulation thus does not identify the closed-bound state as the global

minimum. The resulting FES may thus not identify a closed-bound structure as a possible

global or local minima.

A possible solution is to use the number of water molecules solvating the phosphate and

the binding pocket as a CV, in order to try revisiting a desolvated binding configuration.

However, this approach was unsuccessful in completely desolvating the binding pocket as

illustrated in Fig. 4.12. Furthermore, calculating the water coordination is also a very

computationally demanding task, significantly lowering the simulation speed by an order of

magnitude (from 40 ns/day towards 4 ns/day). Thus, this approach is also not an optimal

solution for performing simulations.

Desolvation energies can be of quite large magnitude, and is a common issue in MD. For

instance, desolvation energies of metal ions have large contributions to the overall binding
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Figure 4.11: WTmetaD for holo-PBP using GAFF parameters for phosphate. The domain
angle and the binding pocket coordination number was used as the CVs. The domain angle
is illustrated by the blue and gray color of the insert. Angle values between 135◦ − 145◦

corresponds to a closed structure, while the open structure is at approximately 160◦. The
closed state is not identified as the global minimum due to desolvation effects.

affinity of metals to proteins [?], and thus fully desolvating phosphate in the binding pocket

may require very precise and advanced simulation protocols, such as QMMM or pure QM.

Figure 4.12: Due to desolvation effects, the WTmetaD simulations of holo-PBP are not
able to revisit the closed crystal structure with a fully sequested binding pocket.
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Performing Simulations of PBPs

In conclusion it cannot be excluded that the GAFF-parameters are favorable for binding.

However, in order to analyze the holo open- to closed transition, it is necessary to be able to

revisit all configurations. Yet due to the desolvation energy barrier, we have not been able

to identify such protocol.

It is well known that highly charged species are challenging to simulate using classical

force fields with fixed charges, and are thus often treated with computationally demanding

QMMM methods [?, ?] or polarizable force fields. Recently, a study using the AMOEBA

force field investigated the binding mechanism of mono- or dibasic phosphate of PBP [?].

Unfortunately, this force field is not suitable for obtaining protein dynamics and major con-

formation changes due to the computationally heavy approach which is several orders of

magnitude slower than regular MD. Altogether, these technical issues for performing MD

simulations on PBP and phosphate is likely the cause for such limited amount of computa-

tional studies.

4.4 Study Motivation for Paper III

Due to the issues with MD simulations of phosphate and PBP, it is advantageous to shift

focus on a more well-studied protein to verify the proof-of-concept for SBP photo-control.

To this end, the MBP, fulfills all of these requirements, and has been studied extensively

using crystallography, NMR, functional assays and computational methods. In summary,

MBP binds maltodextrins with a dissociation constant in the µM range. There are several

crystallographic structures of the open apo-state [?], holo-structures in the closed [?] (mal-

tose, maltotriose and maltotreaose) and open state [?] (maltose). These structures show a

large-scale domain closure upon maltodextrin binding, in which the interaction is formed by

pi-pi stacking between hydrophobic residues to the sugar rings, and by hydrogen bonds to

hydroxyl groups of the ligand. The binding pocket is not fully sequestered and computational

studies suggests an important role of water in the ligand binding [?]. Novel NMR studies

of the apo-protein have shown intrinsic domain motions towards a partially closed state [?],

and also a linear free energy relationship with the domain angle [?]. The experimental re-

sults have thus carved a path for in silico studies. Especially MD and docking studies have

helped in elucidating the domain closure upon binding [?, ?, ?, ?] and identifying FES’s

[?, ?, ?]. MD studies have also identified partially closed apo states [?] as predicted by

NMR studies [?]. Overall, there is a vast amount of experimental and computational data

to compare with, while several aspects of the apo- and holo proteins dynamics is yet to be

fully understood.

Our interest in MBP is purely from a bioengineering point-of-view. This implies that

MBP is treated as a model system for which we aim to improve our simulation protocol and
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validate with results in the literature. From a MD computational perspective we identify two

major goals to be achieved by performing the simulations. First, the information gained by

the simulations must be an observable or measurable parameter that allows direct comparison

between WT and cross-linked variants in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the cross-

linking. This requirement allows the assessment of how the cross-linker may change the

binding and release mechanism of the ligand. Second, the computational approach must be

efficient in order to perform simulations and analysis of multiple cross-linked variants.

InMetaD is a method that potentially fulfills our criteria. Since this method yields

kinetic results of transitions, this approach is ideal for analyzing the transition kinetics

between open- and closed states for apo- and holo proteins. Indeed, this is also the relevant

parameter once the protein is cross-linked. Another benefit of this approach is that each

transition may be determined by relatively few and short simulations. Before performing a

complete mutational and cross-linked study, we need to validate our computational approach

by studying the WT protein and compare the obtained results with existing experimental

and computational data. This leads to the motivation of Paper III which studies the MBP

domain opening and closing rates as well as the unbinding rate of the maltotriose and maltose

ligands.

4.5 Conclusions and Outlook of Paper III

Paper III presented both unbiased MD and InMetaD based simulations of MBP complexed

with maltose and maltotriose. Domain closing events revealed a more flexible binding of

maltotriose compared to maltose which adds evidence that the intrinsic dynamics of MBP

may have a role in binding multiple ligands. Unbinding simulations were performed with

InMetaD and revealed a similar domain opening mean transition time for the two ligands,

while the dissociation from the binding was found to be the largest difference. This particular

feature was attributed to the larger protein binding flexibility of MBP complexed with

maltotriose, which was often found to form a semi-closed structure, from which the ligand

could not escape. Overall these results suggests that the lower dissociation constant of

maltotriose compared to maltose, is not governed by the domain opening timescale, but

rather a slower off-rate for maltotriose from open and semi-closed states.

Unfortunately, the mean transition time for the full unbinding event, i.e. from closed-

bound to open-unbound, yields timescales significantly faster than expected. This discrep-

ancy may probably be explained by systematic errors in the force field, for which errors of

a few kcal/mol, may yield orders of magnitude differences in kinetics. Another cause may

be attributed to an underestimation of the mean transition time by the InMetaD method,

although this method has been used earlier to accurately predict rates. Therefore, future

simulations and tests of MBP proteins could be done by using other force fields.
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Nevertheless, InMetaD based simulations should still provide correct relative results when

comparing the WT protein and cross-linked variants, since all other variables are invariant.

To test the concept for gaining photo-control of MBP, and SBPs in general, InMetaD may

still provide a useful method for testing potential double mutations for azobenzene cross-

linking.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

Based on Paper I-III this thesis has explored the use of molecular modelling and MD

simulations for studying proteins related to environmental biomimetic applications. From the

studies presented in Paper I-II, a fundamental understanding of how hAQP10 transports

substrates is acquired. The work performed complimented and substantiated experimental

data, and thus assisted in understanding the regulation mechanism of water and glycerol.

Enhanced sampling techniques of MD simulations allowed both quantitative and qualitative

investigation of complex permeation phenomena, which would otherwise have been nearly

impossible to study.

A concept for gaining photo-control of PBPs was established by cross-linking an azoben-

zene chromophore allosterically on the protein. Due to the distance matching of the intrinsic

protein motions and the end-to-end distance change of the chromophore upon isomerization,

it is believed that this approach may yield reversible control of the PBP conformation. By

controlling the conformational equilibrium, it is possible to determine the binding and release

of phosphate, and hereby enabling recovery. The concept development for obtaining photo-

control of PBPs, motivated a MD simulation study for assessing the effect of the azobenzene

cross-linker. However, as limitations for performing MD simulations on PBPs and the phos-

phate ligand were identified, this motivated the study of maltodextrin binding in MBP as

disseminated in Paper III. This study presents an approach for studying domain motions

and ligand unbinding of MBP, which is intended for future studies as a proof-of-concept for

reversibly altering the conformational equilibrium of SBPs by illumination with light.

Overall, through Paper I-III all the aims listed in Sec. 1.4 have been successfully

accomplished. However, the work presented in the thesis does not directly call for imme-

diate environmental applications, nevertheless it presents theoretical progress in studying,

designing and developing biomimetic systems in the future.
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5.1 Outlook and Future Challenges

5.1.1 Biomimetic Membranes

The studies performed in Paper I & II, presents a systematic approach for first obtaining

basic knowledge of a membrane protein and following how to obtain both quantitative and

qualitative information about transport phenomena. It is to our knowledge the first study

that utilizes InMetaD to study transport rates of substrates through membrane proteins.

The method readily extends to studying other membrane proteins, and to evaluate their

potential for use in environmental applications. The MEMENTO project focuses on de-

veloping biomimetic membranes using osmotic and electrochemical gradients for addressing

future water and energy resource issues. One objective is the fabrication of reverse electro-

dialysis membranes using anion and cation membrane channels from microbial organisms.

It is emphasized that the methodology of Paper I & II is not limited to AQPs, and may

thus be extended for studying anionic and cationic membrane proteins.

5.1.2 SBP Based Resource Recovery

A key objective of the IBISS project is to reclaim valuable resources from waste water

streams. The developed concept for gaining photo-control of SBPs may provide a possible

solution for separating and recovering specific resources from waste water sources. Yet

implementation into a recovery application is far from ready. In the initial stages of the

PhD, the WT PBP and three mutants were successfully produced and shown to be stable

[?]. However, a significant amount of experiments still needs to be carried out. Specifically,

the proteins must be cross-linked with an azobenzene, which is a process that may require

optimization. Following the cross-linked proteins must be characterized: Their stability and

function must be verified, and the isomerization process and protein conformation must be

measured. These tests must be performed before any assays for estimating binding and

unbinding of substrates. Furthermore, all measurements must be carried out with state-of-

the-art equipment, and be carefully designed and setup in order to isolate the effects of the

azobenzene isomerization. For instance the performed measurements must take the non-

equilibrium effects of cross-liked proteins into account, due to potential isomerization when

exposed to background light. Therefore the experiments needs to be designed carefully in

order to avoid unwanted isomerization processes. Indeed, carrying out these experiments

may be a complicated process, and a substantial work needs to be done.

Until these experiments can be performed, molecular modelling and MD simulations pro-

vides feasible methods for studying these processes. Some of the initial steps will be to obtain

parameters for the azobenzene and model the cross-linking for both cis and trans-states.

Following MD and InMetaD simulations may be employed for estimating protein dynamics
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between open and closed states. In particular MBP may provide an excellent platform for

studying cross-linking by both computational and eventually experimental measurements.
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Appendix A

Protein Based Resource Recovery

Figs. A.1 and A.2 shows the distance between selected residues of the PBP in the closed

and open crystal structure, respectively.

A.1 Distance Matrices for PBP

Figure A.1: Cα-Cα distance between chosen residues of the closed (PDB: 1IXH [?]) PBP
crystal structures. Red areas illustrate distance between the residues that increase upon do-
main closure, while the opposite is the case for the blue. All chosen residues are either peristic
or allosteric, each corresponding to front- and back-side residues relative to the binding-site.
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Figure A.2: Cα-Cα distance between chosen residues of the open (PDB: 1OIB [?]) PBP
crystal structures. Red areas illustrate distance between the residues that increase upon do-
main closure, while the opposite is the case for the blue. All chosen residues are either peristic
or allosteric, each corresponding to front- and back-side residues relative to the binding-site.

A.2 Simulation Protocol for PBP and Azobenzene

A.2.1 Simulations of PBP Mutants

To determine the distance between the double mutant cysteine residues of the PBP, we

setup both apo and holo MD simulations. For both systems the 1IXH crystal structure was

used [?]. For apo systems, the phosphate ligand was removed which resulted in opening

within a few nanoseconds. For the holo system, the phosphate ligand was kept as in the

crystallographic structure and the GAFF parameters were used as given in Sec. A.4. All

systems were then brought to electroneutrality and solvated in a truncated octahedron with

a distance of 18 Å from the solute to the edges. All systems were build with Leap of the

Amber14 package, including the specified mutants [?]. The Amber force field ff14SB was

employed [?].

The simulations were performed with the pmemd code of Amber14. First all water

molecules were minimized for up to 5.000 steps, followed by equilibration of water for 0.5 ns

and slowly increasing the temperature from 200 to 300 K, meanwhile the protein and ligand
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was restrained by 10 kcal mol−1Å−2 to the original positions. Following the entire system

was minimized for up to 5.000 steps and then heated from 0 to 300 K over 0.5 ns, followed

by equilibration of 0.5 ns at 300 K. Finally the system was equilibrated for 5 ns in the NPT

ensemble before production runs of 100 ns in the NVT ensemble.

A time step of 2 Å was used by employing the SHAKE algorithm to constrain hydrogen

bonds [?]. Non-bonded and electrostatic cutoff were truncated at 10 Å. A collision frequency

of 2.0 ps−1 was used throughout.

A.2.2 QMMM Simulations of the Azobenzene

The azobenzene was build in the cis and trans isomer using the program Avogadro [?, ?].

Atom types were assigned with the Antechamber tool [?]. Following the azobenzene was

embedded in a 20 Å truncated octahedron and built with LEaP [?]. The simulation procedure

was the same as used for PBP, however we used a QMMM procedure since the azobenzene

was not parametrized. Water was simulated using the regular MM description, however the

azobenzene was simulated with the PM6 semiempirical Hamiltonian [?] with a dispersion

correction [?]. Each state was then simulated for 2 ns. Importantly we note that the cis-

configuration would remain in this state, and similar for the trans-state.
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A.2.3 End-to-End Histograms

By measuring the end-to-end distances of the azobenzene in the cis- and trans-states, and

the distance between the two Cys mutations (chloride atoms), we obtain the histograms of

Fig. A.3, A.4 and A.5. The three mutation pairs shown here, were found to be stable by

DSC [?].

Figure A.3: Histogram of the N226C and D298C mutation with the azobenzene cis- and
trans-state. Arrows showing approximate residue location.

Figure A.4: Histogram of the E222C and D298C mutation with the azobenzene cis- and
trans-state. Arrows showing approximate residue location.
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Figure A.5: Histogram of the K229C and Q303C mutation with the azobenzene cis- and
trans-state. Arrows showing approximate residue location.

A.3 Metadynamics Simulations of PBP

We aimed to determine a FES of the holo-PBP with the phosphate parameters of GAFF or

mdgx from Section A.4. Due to a fast GPU implementation with the PLUMED package [?]

for handling WTMetaD, this package was patched with ACEMD [?]. Holo-PBP systems were

build as described in Section A.2. The simulations were then performed with the following

protocol. First the entire system was minimized for 5.000 steps, followed by equilibration in

the NVT and NPT ensemble for 0.1 ns and 1.0 ns respectively. In these steps the protein

and phosphate were constrained by 1.0 kcal/mol to their initial positions. Following the

system was equilibrated in the NPT ensemble for 10 ns at 300 K. Production runs were then

performed for approximately 500 ns in the NPT ensemble as well. An electrostatic cutoff at

9 Å was employed with a switching function starting at 7.5 Å, with a gridspacing less than

1 Å. A timestep of 4 fs was employed.

The WTMetaD simulation was set up with the CVs. The first CV defined was the

Domain Angle, defined as the angle between the N-terminal domain (residues 1-77 and 255-

321) and C-terminal domain (residues 78-229 and 240-252) connected by the hinge (residues

76-78 and 253-256). The second CV is the coordination number between the phosphate and

residues in the binding pocket (residues 6-13, 33-45, 49-57, 134-144, 164-168, 173-180, 193,

195, 254 and 256). We used a switching distance starting at 5 Å and powers n=10 and m=20

for the switching function [?].

A biasfactor of 10 was employed, with initial Gaussian hills of 1.0 kcal/mol. A σdomain =

0.573◦ (corresponding to 0.01 rad) was used for the domain angle, and a σcoor = 1 was used
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for the coordination number. Gaussian hills were deposited every 500’th timestep. The

simulation was run for 500 ns.

The WTMetaD simulation then progressed as follows. The holo-PBP system started in

the crystal structure configuration, after approximately 10 ns sampling time, the protein

domains opened up. From here on the simulation sampled open-bound and open-unbound

states, however was unable to revisit the closed bound state as described in the main text.

The four major identified states are show by the snapshots on the FES on Fig. A.6. The

initial crystal structure corresponds to coordination number 70 and domain angle 140◦.

Different minor states with open bound phosphate were identified (Domain angle 155◦−165◦)

with coordination number 30-40, showing that the phosphate is less tightly bound than in

the crystal structure. Finally the system also sampled unbound states as shown by the insert

marked with 0-coordination.

Figure A.6: 2D FES of holo-PBP using the GAFF parameters after 500 ns. Four major
states are marked on the FES, as described in the text.
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A.4 Phosphate Parameters

The phosphate parameters were derived using GAFF and mdgx as described in Chapter 4.

Here the parameters are written i tables for reference, and the parameters suit the force field

as written in Eq. (2.2):

V (rN) =
∑
bonds

kr
2

(ri − ri,eq)2 +
∑
angles

kθ
2

(θi − θi,eq)2 +
∑

torsions

Vn
2

(1 + cos(nω − γ))

+
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

(
4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
qiqj

4πε0rij

)
.

(A.1)

Table A.1: Bond parameters obtained for dibasic phosphate (HPO2−
4 ) with GAFF and

mdgx.

GAFF mdgx

Bond kr

[
kcal

molÅ2

]
req[Å] kr

[
kcal

molÅ2

]
req[Å]

oh - ho 369.6 0.97 530.71 0.97

o - p5 487.7 1.48 430.22 1.55

oh - p5 321.2 1.63 167.90 1.72

Table A.2: Angle parameters obtained for dibasic phosphate (HPO2−
4 ) with GAFF and

mdgx.

GAFF mdgx

Angle kθ

[
kcal

mol Deg2

]
θeq[Deg] kθ

[
kcal

mol Deg2

]
θeq[Deg]

ho - oh -p5 70.88 110.14 35.8 111.80

o - p5 - o 61.01 115.80 91.05 115.00

o - p5 - oh 58.79 115.26 80.00 103.13
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Table A.3: Torsional parameters obtained for dibasic phosphate (HPO2−
4 ) with GAFF and

mdgx.

GAFF mdgx

Torsional Vn

[
kcal

mol Deg

]
γ [Deg] n 1-4 EEL Vn

[
kcal

mol Deg

]
γ [Deg] n 1-4 EEL

ho - oh -p5 -o 0.53 0.0 3 0.833 0.189 0 3 0.038

Table A.4: Non-bonded parameters obtained for dibasic phosphate (HPO2−
4 ) with GAFF

and mdgx.

GAFF mdgx

Non-bonded charge [C] σ[Å] ε[kcal/mol] charge [C] σ[Å] ε[kcal/mol]

p5 2.51 2.10 0.20 1.60 2.10 0.20

o -1.27 1.66 0.21 -1.06 1.99 0.21

oh -0.84 1.72 0.21 -0.84 2.05 0.21

ho 0.16 0.20 0.03 0.40 0.6 0.015
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